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Homecoming
Year of the Lobo, a day
of remembrance. The
Daily Lobo's special
Homecoming Insert
starts on page 9.
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Student Group Wants
Randall To Leave U.S.
By David Morton

Using an American flag as a backdrop, seven University ofNew Mexico students gathered Thursday in
front of the Federal Building downtown and called for UNM professor
Margaret Randall to leave the United States,
· •'Today we wish to present this
bus ticket and a five-dollar bill to
University professor Margaret Randall,'' said Dawna Raver as she read
a prepared statement to members of
the press. ''The ticket is for a oneway trip to El Paso, Texas, and the
five-dollar bill is for cab-fare across
the border into Ciudad Juarez,
(Mexico)."
Randall, an American Studies
professor, Women Studies instructor, writer and photographer, was
recently denied pennanent resident
status by the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Although
born and reared in the United States,
Randall renounced her U.S.
citizenship in Mexico in 1967, after
she obtained Mexican citizenship.
She returned to the United States on
a tourist visa in l984.
lNS officials say they denied Randall's request for residency because
of her writings, associations and
activities in support of Marxist ideas
and governments while living and
working in Mexico, Cuba and
Nicaragua for a 23-year period. She
faces deportation proceedings Oct.
30; but says she will appeal the decision.
"It is our feeling that Ms. Randall
should comply with the INS request
that she leave our county," said
Raver. " ... Margaret Randall has
consistently spoken ill of this country as a non-citizen. Since she is in
violation of subsections G and I of
Section 212 (28) of the McCarranWalter Immigration and Nationality
Act, we therefore ask her to leave.''
"Some students seem to take my
case as a personal banner for their

narrowmindedness,'' Randall said
later by telephone about the press
conference, which she did not
attend. ''I fcc] the majority of students, faculty and the community
arc behind me.''
Randall met Wednesday with
three of the students ''because I
wanted to meet them and them to
meet me before they gave some
statement about my case."
•'We want people to know there is
another opinion (in Randall's
case)," said Richard Scroggins, a
UNM graduate student, who was
one of several College Republicans
participating in the press conference. "I think the U.S. has the right
to deny people who want to come to
this country on the grounds that they
advocate the destruction of democracy as we know it.'' ·
Scroggins noted. a passage written
by Robert Cohen, a friend of Randall's, that appeared in one of her
more than 40 books.
"Margaret has been keeping a di~
ary for over a year and a half, since
July '69 when we were forced into
hiding in Mexico," wrote Cohen.
''The diary contains some of her
best writing. And most useful. This
contrasts completely with the diary
she kept as a kid, which is really one
of the 'pure products' of the Amer~
ika(sic) Margaret has now d(~icated
her life to destroying."
Randall said the 'k' in the spelling
of America in Cohen's passage refers to fascist groups in America.
"Amerika (sic) is a metaphor, not
a blanket condemnation of America
as a whole,'' she said. "I find it
amusing that they would try to condemn me on the basis of what some·
one else has written of me or on 5
percent of my writings when I've
written over 40 books,mostly about
women.;,
Scroggins said he had never read
any of Randall's books, bul that
Raver had.

continued on page 7

Richard Scroggins, a UNM student, speaks on behalf of a group of students at a press
conference Thursday in front of the Federal building downtown. Dawna Raver, far right, read
a prepared statement from the group in which the students gave UNM professor Margaret
Randall a one-way ticket to El Paso and $5 for a taxi to cross the border to Juarez.

ASUNM Senate Closing In On Deficit
By Evan Leland
Student government is a year
ahead of schedule in paying back its
deficit, says Debbie Morris,
ASUNM fiscal agent.
The deficit stands at less than
$60,000- down from a spring
1984 high of about $113,500, Morris said Tuesday. This puts the
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico almost $30,000
ahead of where they were expected
to be when repayment began two
years ago.

Alpha Chi Omega members (from lehJ Jennifer Dawson, Lisa Dancy, and Kerry Hull work on
the sororitv's entry, entitled "Lobo Gold at the .End of th~ Ra!IJbow, "for. the annu_al Home·
coming House Decorating Contest. The annual tour and1udgmg of the d1splays will be held
from 7 to 9 p.m; Friday,

~·we've done a good job as far as
the deficit goes," Marty Esquivel,
ASUNM president, said last week.
"In the past ASUNM was very frivolous with money."
That past goes back to before
l 983, when student government was
regularly losing money, Morris
said. At that time the UNM central
administration ''was very upset with
the way .ASUNM was handling its
money;" Esquivel said. "lf
ASUNM was ever at a low point, it
was then.''
One problem student govenment
faced was that many executive orga·
nizations did not have large enough
budgets to pay for their activities.
"The Popular Entertainment
Committee never had a budget,"
Morris said. "They operated on the
assumption that they could make
enough money on concerts. The
Film Committee had a budget, but it
wasn't enough. They couldn't
generate enough funds to cover expenses."
This lack ofadequate funding led
to problems. "Some executive committees overspent, .. Morris said.
"Over several years, this ran up the
deficit. It was not one person, one
thing, or one year."
Another problem was that some
areas of government . were overfunded; Esquivel said. One such
branch was the Lobby Committee,
which had a $13 ,000 budget mostly used to wine and dine state
senators, Esquivel said.
Funding for gener;tl government,
which pays officers' salaries and
ASUNM supplies, was more than
$50,000. The student body. president made $9,000 a year and had a
$1,000 expense account, Esquivel
said.
The timeJorreforltl had come. In
the fall of 1983, Morris was hired by
the Oean of Students Office to take
over handling of the deficit from the
Student Union. One of herfirst actions was to help set a budget for the
Popular Entertainment Committee,
which curbed overspending,

Refonns also came from the Senate, which voted to pull money from
its executive committees, and from
the salaries paid to ASUNM offici:IIs.
The Lobby Committee's budget
was cut in half. Funding for the Film
Committee dropped some $2,000
and the ASUNM textbook co•op
went from almost $5,000 to $3,000,

continued on page 6

Direction, Pace
Of Peace Studies
Courses Debated
By David Gomez

Faculty members on a committee
fo1111cd to study the feasibility of a
Peace Studies program at the University of New Mexico are at odds
over the pace at which to proceed
and what course should be followed
in future discussion of the program.
Angela Delli Sante, a visiting pro·
fessor.with the political science department, said those involved with
the formation of the program should
not hesitate to take steps leading to·
wards the establishment of a Peace
Research Institute at the University.
"The urgency of the situation is
real," she said of the threat of nuclear wat, ''We live in a world where
we could be annihilated at any minute by the nuclear machine.·
"Jt's only massive awareness that
will stop nuclear war," said Delli
Sante. "If youdon't have an aware
community, what good. is is 2.5 students (ill a Peace Studies class)?"
Committee member Herb Grover,
a biologist known fot his work on the
nuclear winter phenomenon, called
for a more gradual approach to the
establishment of the Peace Studies
tninor degree program.
''Wecan't go waving at the world
telling them we can solve all the

continued on page 8
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-Letter8

Israeli Racism Surfacing Over Plight of Black Jews

Randall Decision Welcome
Editor:
Everyone at the University of
New Mexico should eagerly
greet the recent decision to deport Margaret Randall. Those of
us who like to worry about spiel>
can pretend th<lt the campus will
be a little safer When this Liberal
Arts Professor is forced to leave.
And those of us who still remember the ideals of higher education can welcome the opportunity to challenge a bad decision.
This decision is easily summarized: Margaret Randall, a professor of American Studie.s, is to
be removed because some of her
ideas may not agree with someone else's. That she was born
here and has family here, or that
she's an asset to the community
seems to be of little Importance
to the functionaries in the U.S,
Immigration and Naturalization
Service who denied Randall's
application for citizenship.
The decision is notable not
only because it is, in the words of
UNM President Tom Farer, an
"unpatriotic act" but also because of the efficiency and
blandness with which it occurred. The efficiency of spending
some 16 months to write an
eight-page letter is typical of
bureaucracies that are as large
as the. INS. More serious,
though, is the blandness of the
denial itself. The INS did a little
research and found that Randall
could be variously suspected
under subsections G and I of Sec·
tion 212 (28) of the McCarran-

Walter Immigration and
Nation;;~lity Act. These austere
numbers and letters disguise
parts of (In immigration bill
which Harry Truman found too
<Jrch<!ic to support in 1952, These
numbers and letters don't reveal
that this Immigration Act, a
vague relic of Cold W<!r paranoia,
is interpreted today by some
nine-to-five drones with stick·
files and ink pads,
Now, no one expects that all
civil servants should remember
and defend rather basic American liberties like the right to
have an opinion or the right to
talk to other people who have
opinions. After all, many such
civil servants simply protect their
careers by quietly taking orders
from above or pulling rules out
of prolix legislation. They often
think that they have no choice in
these matters. They calmly write
stat~ments in the passive voice,
such as "favorable exercise in
discretion is not warranted in
this case,'' so that no one in particular ends up being responsible for the poor choices that are
made.
Of course, anyone, not just
civil servants, can make poor
choices. Many of us, in fact, will
be doing just that when we decide that we have no time to protest this reduction of personal
freedom. But, then, many of us
have careers to worry about also.
Jon Bouknight
Graduate Student, English

'Am erika' Is A Metaphor
Editor:
It is very important that people examine the mentality of those who
are trying to deport Margaret Randall because she has criticized some
facets of this country.
On Wednesday, Randall called a leader of the College Republicans
to ask why they had not even spoken to her before calling a press
conference to denounce her.
"We know enough about you from the papers/' he responded.
"Have you read my books?" asked Randall.
The College Republican quoted a line written about Randall by the
writer of an introduction to one of her books in 1970.
"I didn't write thati someone else did," .said Randall.
"You must have approved of it," said the College Republican; "it
spells 'America' with a '.k."'
"Don't you understand that that's a metaphor for the element of
bigotry in America's history...the K-K-K?" asked Randall. "It's .an
allegory."
"What's a metaphor?" asked her inquisitor. "What's an allegory?"
To be judged by people with such limited intellectual tools, who
moreover have made no effort to examine the scope of her life's work,
is a mockery of due process of law.
There is a definition that describes the dogs nipping at Randall's
heels: it is ignorant, hysterical witch-hunting. The United States of
America is the last nation on Earth that should allow it.
Steve Fox
Teaching Assistant
American Studies

- {)ommentaQ1
Our Farer Which Art In Scholes Hall
And seeing the multitudes,
Tom went up into a mountain:
and when he was set, his faculty
came unto him: And he opened
his mouth, and taught them,
saying,
Blessed are the poor in knowledge: for theirs is the College of
Education.
Blessed are they that mourn:
for they shall be known as humanities faculty..
Blessed are the meek: for they
shall inherit the Faculty Senate.
Blessed are they which do
hunger and thirst after power:
for they shall be made Administrators.
Blessed are the memo writers:
for they shall obtain memos.
Blessed are the polite and professional in heart: for they shall
see the President.
Blessed are the athletic faculty: for they shall be called the
children of God.
Blessed are they which are
persecuted for knowledge's
sake: for theirs is the kingdom of
UNM.
Blessed are ye, when legislators shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all mannet of stupidity against you, for
reelection's sake.
Think not that I ann come to
destroy the university, or the
faculty: I am not come to destroy, but to reorganize. For I say
unto you, That except your cooperation shall exceed the cooperation of the staff and Administrators, ye shalf in no case enter into
Scholes Hall.

I say unto you, That ye resist
not the Administration: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy
right cheek, turn to him the other
also. And if any legislator will
legislate against thee, and take
away thy raise, let him have thy
fringe benefits also.
When ye pray, use not vain
slanders, as the columnists do:

"VIEW FROM
THE BOTTOM"
by

Rick Berthold

for they think that they shall be
heard for their much speaking.
Be not ye therefore like unto
them: for your Farer knoweth
what things ye have need of, before ye ask him.
After this manner therefore
pray ye:
Our Farer which art in Scholes
Hall, hallowed be thy name.
Thy Administration come.
Thy will be done in Arts, as it is
in Athletics.
Give us this day our cost-ofliving raises.
And forgive us our doubts, as
we forgive everyone and everything.
And lead us not into job action,
but deliver us from the Legislature:
For thine is the Administra-

tion, and the Power, and the Salary,. for ever. Amen.
Ye cann-ot serve UNM and
mammon. Therefore I say unto
you, Take no thought for your
life, what ye shall eat, or what ye
shall drinki nor yet for your income, what ye shall earn. Is not
the life more than meat, and the
income more than money?
Behold the Administrators: for
they teach not, neither do they
write, nor gather knowledge; yet
your heavenly Farer feedeth
them. Are ye not much better
than they? Consider the faculty
of Education, how they grow;
they toil riOt, neither do they create: And yet I say unto you, That
even Haig in all his glory could
riOt speak like one of these.
Ask, and it nnay be given you;
seek, and ye may find; knock,
and it may be opened unto you:
For every one that asketh politely
receiveth a menno in reply; and
he that seeketh findeth committees; and to him that knocketh it
shall be opened by appointment
only.
Beware of false faculty, which
come to you in academic clothing, but inwardly they are raving bureaucrats. Ye shall know
them by their language. A good
faculty cannot bring forth gibberish, neither can an educationist
bring forth clear and precise English.
And it came to pass, when
Tom ended these sayings, the
people were astonished at his
doctrine: For he taught them as
one having legal training, and
not as the Regents.

By Joseph Massad .
.
Undergraduate, Engtneertng
"This is a moment of truth for
the .Jewish people; this is a moment ofexaltation for the state of
Israel." This is how Israeli Prime
Minister Peres described "Operation Moses''~ thetransfer of
Ethiopian Jews from Ethiopia to
Israel.
Soon after, questions were
raised in Israel about the
''Jewishness" of the Black Jews.
The roots of the problem encountering Ethiopian Jews (or
the Falashas as they are known)
lie in the factthat they have been
out of touch with the main
stream of Judaism for over 200
years. While Rabbinical Judaism
evolved, the Falashas faithfully
observed the laws of the Bible,
oblivious of other developments
in oral tradition taking place elsewhere.
It was in 1972 that the
Falashas, or Beta Israel as they

p~efer to be call.ed, were recognt~ed as Jews. tn lsre,el by t~e

chtef Sephardi Ra~b1, Ovad1a
Yosef (New .York T1mes 2/2~/
~4). At that ttme, as now, cond1t1?~s were attached to the r~7ognttlonof.the Fa,J,a~has, conditions
c?n~~rnmg a ngorous co~v~rSIOil to be undergone; ~hts In·
volve? three ceremo~te.s: A
shedding of blood by st1cktng a
neadle into the circumcised
penis, a ritual bath an? ~n oath of
acceptance ~f the B1bltcal laws
(New Yor~ Times 711?1,~5).
Atlast,m19751sraels Lawof
Return" regulating immigration
of Jews back to their "Promised
Land" was applied to the Ethicpians. But the "problem" of how
to bring them to Israel still remained, a problem "compounded by government's disinterest''
(New York Times 9/15/84).
On Dec. 11, 1984 the New York
Times along with many other
Western~ but not Israeli~
newspapers broke the news of

r~~~I>ANcil~~~·<h~~l
§

7:30 • 10:00 pm

§

§

Monday, October 18 .
Heights Community Center

§

~

~

( 1 block south of Coal, 1 block west of Yilie)
For more. information call 268-7426
sponsored by the UNM International folk Dancers

anlsraeli-sponsoredairlifttaking
thousands. of Jews from Ethiopia
to the Jew1sh State. Followed by
a brief brouhaha regarding the
leg<Jiity of the Israeli action
caused by the Ethiopian and
Sudanese governments, the operation seemed to have ended by
April 1985, The total number of
''Falashas" in Israel became
12,800 (New York Times 1/7/85
and 3/24/85).

§

~-·<h«?>~<Q><Q><Q>~«?>-~~..q.q,~

American origin who Jive in
Israel. "All my darkest pre die·
tions about the cult came true"
Shilansky told the .Jerusale~
Post. "They've turned to crime
and want to expand. They are increasing, but quietly, without
fanfare. There is no way to check
up on them," (Jerusalem Post9/
28/85).

the Falashas was when Orthodox Jews drove off a group of
Falashas praying at the Wailing
Wall, an incident th!lt elicited
many demonstrations by the
Fa las has. They made it clear that
they "considered it an unendurable affront to have their Jewishness quest!oned in Israel the
place they had alwayslong~d to
This has been the fate of the
be after so many years of suffer- "Black Hebrews" in Israel. It's
ing," One Ethiopian Jew said: ironic to watch a state which sup''we are walking back to the air- posedly was founded as a "deportthattheybroughtusintobe- fense" for people fleeing racism,
cause they say we are not Jews ., dispriminate against its Sephar·
(New York Times 7117185 ) '
die citizens (Jews from Middle•
Eastern countries). its PalestiRecently an incident that in- nian Arab citizens (whom Israel
valved the American Black Jews treats similarly to the South Afrf·
living in Israel was in the press. A can government's treatment of
Likud member of the Israeli par· its Black citizens),. and recently its
liament, Dov Shilansky, chair· Black citizens.
man of the Knesset's interior
Given all that, I wonder if Israel
committee, said that he would
was
the "salvation" for Black
introduce a motion for the de..Jews
or any other Jews for that
portation of "Black Hebrews'' of
matter.

By that time, the problems
were only just starting in Israel.
Many Falashas (who were
branded as Marxists by the chief
Rabbis in a press conference in
Jerusalem on Jan. 7, 1985) refused to undergo the "humiliating conversion process" needed
to "assert their Jewishness,"
The Falashas/Rabbis feud is still
continuing today. The latest demonstration by the Falashas was
a month-long sit-in protest that
continued until two weeks ago
(The Jerusalem Post 10/ 12/85).
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1) At east end ol Mitchell Hall
closest cement planter to door

21

2) Neor bock door or UNM
Bookstore, in walKway be·
tween lights

3) Near Marron Holl Room 122
3)

41

4) A bench with 1921 on It near
Hodgin Holl

Steve Wolterscheid 6 Mark Leffingwell ore the Winners!
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TV Program Tonight to Raise Money
For University's Mexican Relief Fund

N.M. UAIJ.Y J.OIJO

Bril]g your parents
&flock over
to Canterbury···

n--

By Ben Neary
Tonight at 7:30 the University of
New Mexico-sponsored television
station, KNME TV-5, will present a
recording of Tristeza y Esperanza ~ a dramatic production held
last week to raise money for a Mexico City hospital damaged in last
month's series of earthquakes.
During the production, telephone
numbers will be broadcast to inform
viewers how .to pledge money to the
UNM-Mexico Relief Fund. Tom
Farer, president of UNM, established the fund immediately after the
earthquakes.
The original production of Tristeza y ESperanza, which translates
from Spanish as Sadness and Hope,
raised over $6,000 for the Relief
Fund at UNM's Popejoy Hall Sunday night.
Attendence at the original show
was light; slightly more than 400
people attended while Popejoy holds
2,100, Some observers blamed the
World Series baseball game and
Tina Turner's Albuquerque concert
for poor attendence. If the show had
sold out it would have raised raised
close to $45,000.
While attendence was disappointing, some observers said the show
was not. "I felt is was a really great
performance,'' said Mika Parer.

~-

We"re cooking out!
PARENT'S DAY/HOMECOMING

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, October 26th •1 to 3:00 P.M.
,\li.'I'IK 'lMi\ll d' CAN'I'I~J..?l'JUQY

I~PkllCC )PAL

425 University, N.E.

( 'l"lllk.X_ll

KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL
for Everything in Photography

A~,O'ALUMNI
15°/o DISCOUNT

Student, Faculty,

AT OUR THREE LOCATIONS
(non-sale items)
Celebrating 35 Years In Albuquerque

ro,.,.cl,

(3'm@r~

The only camera store with It's own lab

3417 CEIITUL liE
t 5Z4 COIOIIADO CEJITEI
1113 JOAJI TAllO f t

Professional calculators from
Texas Instruments.

President Parer's wife. Mrs. Parer
served on a campus committee to
organize the show. "People who
didn't see it the first time have
another chance and l' d recommend
it to them highly," she said of the
television program.
Jean Bennett, the studio supervisor for KNME-TV who is editing
the three-hour original program
down to the two-hour television
show, said the finished show will
present almost all of the original participants.
·
The original show included a
choir of combined singers from
Albuquerque churches, classical
and mariachi music, and poetry
readings in English and Spanish.
President Farer and Mexican Consul
Astrid Galindo Sardoz spoke and
thanked the audience for their participation.
Rick Johnson, program production manager for the station, said he
expects a large audience for the
program. ''I would say for this type
of program you could expect to
reach about 10,000 households,

which translate to about 15,000
people."
Gilbert W. Merkx, director of the
Latin American Institute, is overseeing the Relief Fund. "I think it's
safe to say we've got $17,500 in the
fund so far," he said, ''but contributions are still coming in."
Merkx said the televised show
will be the last major fund•raising
event for the Relief Fund. "But I
assume the contfibutions will keep
coming in after the event,'' he said.
In addition to monetllry contributions, the Relief Fund is collecting
surplus hospital equipment. Merkx
said a Santa Fe doctor who doesn't
Wllnt to be named has given $15,000
worth of medical equipment to the
fund. "These contributions are just
beginning to begin," Merkx said.
The Relief Fund money will go to
the teaching hospital at the Autonomous University of Me11ico City
which was damaged in the earthquake. Merkz said faculty from the
UNM Medical School will travel to
Mexico and determine what supplies
are most in demand.

Deficit------~continued from page 1

$38,000 .. Schoeppner used part of
that money against the deficit, Moras ASUNM "tightened its belt," - ris- said. Some of the money also
Esquivel said.
went to a $16,000 increase in allocaThe ASUNM president's salary tions for student organizations, as
was cut to $5,600 and the presi• student-government funded almost
dent's expense account dropped to twice the number of student groups
$250, Esquivel said.
it had the previous year.
But the most important action
Some of the executive commitagainst the red ink was the Senate's
passage of a Jaw allocating 7 percent tees that were cut turned around and
of ASUNM's total budget to the de- made money for studentficit every year. Fom1er president government. The Popular EntertainJohn Schoeppner made the first pay- ment Committee piled up $8,000
last year, mostly through sponsoring
ment last year, of $26,600.
Other deficit-reducing action fol· the Dolly Parton-Kenny Rogers conlowed. ASUNM decided to hire cert, Esquivel said. This helped melt
work-study qualified students, since the deficit, as did extra money made
only 30 percent of work-study salar- by the Film Committee.
ies are paid by the University.
More funds came from chartered
Morris said Schoeppner and then- student organizations that did not
Vice President Maureen Hickey pro- usc all their money and from
ceeded to steer ASUNM on a con- ASUNM-generatcd activities such
servative fiscal course.
as ring sales, Esquivel said.
"There were no extras anyIn the spring of I 985, the Senate
where," she said of Schoeppner's continued its policy of low budgets
administration. "Everything was for the executive branch.
really tight."
"Through a combination of all
By the end of the 1983-84 school
year, ASUNM had cut its executive those things ... we'renowoneyear
budgets by 40 percent - some ahead," Esquivel said.

LIST$85.00
SALE
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More then 170 Built-in Scientific, Engineering, and Sta·
tistical functions.
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$7650

Compact and lightweight the
PC-200 Thermal Printer goes
where the work is.

Other Texas Instruments Specials
TJ.J766 Solar Handheld
Tl-1795 Mirti Solar Desktop
TI-30SLR Solar Scientific
11·35-II Battery Scientific
Tl-35 Galaxy Harz. Scientific
TI·5SIIi Advanced Sciet1tific
Tl-66 Keystroke Programmable
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LIST SALE
75.00 60.00
BA·55 Advanced Business
Tl-45 Handheld Business Printer 65.00 52.00
PC•200 Printer for TI·66 I BA·55 85.00 76.50
5140 12 Digit Printer
85.00 76.50
5142·111 Office Printet
105.00 89.00
5219 Commercial Printer
195.00 175.00
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Quantities Limited
Sale Ends 11/30185

By Jim Wiesen
Higher education institutions in
New Mexico will be better equipped
to recruit out-of-state students when
the ''competitive scholarship agreement" goes into effect next fall,
says a BEF staff member,
Board of Educational Finance
staff member Porfirio Diaz said
Wednesday the intent of the scholarship is to get highly qualified students into New Mexico.
"Inslitutions in Texas and Arizona come to New Mexico offering
scholarships to the top high school
students. So you end up having New
Mexico's top students elsewhere,
and that's what we're trying to
alleviate by this program," Diaz
said.
"Students who have a very high
GPA provide for a higher intellectual atmosphere at a university," he
said,
Diaz said the scholarships grant
students at least $100 a semester and
allow them to pay resident tuition
fees .
The scholarships will be renewed
annually for four years as long as
students maintain a grade point average of.3 .25 or better and enroll in at
least 24 credit hours a year, he said.
Funds for the scholarship must
come from non-state general
sources, he said. Diaz said large schools. such as
the University of New Mexico, have
higher standards for students they
are recruiting.
Large schools can grant the scholarships to students with a GPA of

Like to
talk
on the
phone?
KUNM·FM needs volunteers
to help answer phones during fund raising Nov. 1-9
If interested call
277-4806

Renters ...
save on
•
Insurance.

PC-200

TI-66

Scholarships To Recruit Top Students

VERBATIM OATAllfE g1Yes you o free
co1culotor with every 10 pock.
Single~sided, double density S 19.15
Doubte~sided, double density $22. 75*
* (not lj4.'t avai1ab14.', but coming if4.'rlj soon)
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Get all the protectioh you
need - at low cost -with
Farmers Tenants Package
Policy.
Protecis your precious
possessions against fire,
lightning and explosion,
windstorm and hail, vandalism, burglary, water,
steam or freezing and ma!ly
other perils.
Coverage applies to your
personal property at home
or anywhere ih the world.
Give your fast, lair, friendly
Farmers person a ring
TOOAY.
~ichard L

C. Tribby, Jr.

1805 Carlisle N·.E .
Bus. 262·2238

Res. 255-3629

3.0 or better and an equivalent ACT
score of 26 or better, said Diaz.
Scholarships also could be granted
to students with a high school GPA
of 3.5 or better and an .equivalent
ACT score of 23 or better.
Scholarship requirements for
sm<tller schools, such as New Mexico Highlands University, are less.
Students with a 3.0 or better in
high school would be eligible for the
scholarship if they scored an ACT
equivalem of 23 or better.
And those with a high school
GPA of 3.5 or better and an ACT

equivalent score of 20 or better
would be eligible.
The number of scholarships a
school may grant can't. exceed 2.5
percent of the school's undergraduate full time equivalent for large
schools or 5 percent for small
schools.
UNM totaled 14,363 of .PTE
undergraduates this fall making it
·eligible for about 350 of the scholarships.
Large schools are those that tally
more than 150,000 credit hours.
UNM totaled 215,439 credit hours
this semester.

Poll Workers
Needed

Ra nd a II --------------continued from page 1

Although most of the seven students who held the press conference
are members of UNM's College Republicans, several said that organization had nothing to do with the
press conference.
"College Republicans are not
sponsoring this," Scroggins said.
"We'rejust a group of concerned
citizens," said John Marcelli, an
ASUNM Senator and former presi·
dent of the College Republicans.
The students said they decicled to
hold the nress \"flnf<'rl'•"'" at the

Federal Building instead of on the
UNM campus because Randall's
case is a "community issue."
"As lawabiding citizens we feel
that since Ms. Randall renounced
her citizenship she should not be
allowed to stay in our country," said
Raver. "Hundreds of thousands of
wople who seek residency in this
country are denied this opportunity
each year. These people • . • do not
swak ill of the United States. They
reswct the U.S., its principles and
dream of one day becoming a
ci!izen."

GREAT STEAKS •••

for the
ASUNM Senate Election on
November 13, 1985
Must be an undergraduate at UNM
Apply In person at suite 242 In
the Student Union Building or call
277-7892 for more Information

8904 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque
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House Committee Told of Drug,
Alcohol Abuse by Indian Youths

Who Is A
Humanist?
If you b<:lleve:
That human beings are capiible of
m,,king responsible decisions for
themselves,

ThM moral Vcllues are formed
within the friimework of human

experience,
Thilt,

iiS

we reilch for maturity, we

need no supematur~l iiUthorlty to
8Uide US,

Then, though you may
not have l(nown It,
YOU ARE A HUMANIST.
You •re lnvlte_d to fOin oth_er
free thl11kers a;nd members of the

Amerlc:an tlumanlst
Association
to share lde;qs on
Ottober 26th, lOam,
UNM Law School, Room 2405,

Stanford and Tucker Nt

Peace Studies-----

WASHINGTON (UP))- Indian youth~. growing up amid rampant pover·ty and unemployment, arc turning to alcohol and drugs in epidemic proportions, the House Interior Committee was told Thursday .
More than hnlf of adolescent Indians drink alcohol and use drugs, an
Association or Indian Affairs spokesman testified at a hearing on legislation
authorizing programs prevention and treatment.
"St~llistiGs cannot rncasurc the family stress and wounds to body and soul
that Indian people experience because of prolonged unemployment," Steven
Unger told the panel.
The Reagan administration encourage~ Indian sell~determinatinn, but
withholds support for programs and lcgislution ullacking drug and alcohol
abuse among the tribal youngsters, Unger said.
Rep. Doug Bcreuter, R-Ncb., sponsored tl bill authoriz.ing a $5 million
pmgrmn to cxp<md and coordin<1te drug and alcohol abuse prevention and
treatment services among government agencies.
It would be much cheaper than medical treatment for the problem, which
runs into "hundreds of millions of dollars," Bcrcuter S<lid.
Rep. Tom Daschlc, 0-S.O., the bill's cosponsor, said Indian alcoholism is
451 percent higher than among the rest of the U.S. population.
"One study conducted among fourth, fifth and sixth graders on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation shows that as many as 35 percent of elementary
school children have experimented with or continue to use alcohol," he said.
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India Kitchen

Dinner

Authentic East Indian Cuisine

Special

Lunch 11:00-2:30 Mon-Fri
Dinner 5:00-9:30 Sun.-Thurs.
& 5:00-10:30 Fri & Sat.
Now Serving Beer & Wine

Come celebrate our new location with us
SW Corner of Montgomery & Louisiana
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Blvd. NE "' 884·2333
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Dinner for two
$10.95
T11nduri Chicken
and
Beef Curry Dinner
with Bread, Rice,
Vegelable & Salad
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continued from page 1
problems if only they give us the
money," he said. "We just don't
have the track record."
Grover and others said the committee and any faculty involved with
the program should first have papers
published in order to gain crcdiLJil ity.
The theme of Thursd~ty afternoon's forum, the fourth in~ series,
was "Where do we go from here?"
Moderator Fred Sturm of Philosophy passed out a three-page ques·
tionnnire in an .effort to gather input
needed to answer the question.
As for the group now overseeing
the planning, promotion, and policy
direction for the proposed Peace
Studies minor program, Sturm
asked, "Should the present ad hoc
committee - which in essence has
no membership S<!Ve the head and
the secretary - be replaced by a
smnll task force, or; be replaced by a
large, reprcsentive committee which
selects a smaLler steering committee, or; be replaced by some other
body?"
Participant Dan Kerlinsky of
psychology suggested a luncheon
group, which another participant
called a ''marching and chowder
society," be formed to concentrate
on refining the current Peace Studies
course, !ist~d this semester as Poli·
tical Science 340,
Grover presented the committee
with a draft of a curriculum proposal

for a minor program distributed
among several disciplines.
"It is hoped that a dual major,
even a sucessful majors program,
could evolve from the minor, but the
more prudent approach ~It this time
appears to be the establishnwnt of
strong interest in an interdisciplinary
minors program,'' Grover said in his
proposal.
Grover said the Peace Studies
program has a potential draw of up to
200 students a semester, based upon
the number of students who pass
through the four sections of Political
Science 240, which would be the
core course for the Peace Studies
program.
•
In contrast, Syracuse University
in New York grants about lO degrees annually in its Peace Studies
program.
The draft proposal calls for a student enrolled in the proposed program to complete 30 hours for a minor
in Peace Studies. The hours would
be taken from a number of departments, including anthropology.
LJiology, economics, geography,
history, philosophy, physics, political science, psychology, sociology
and speech communications.
Panel member Gail Baker questioned the omission of potcnti&l input from the ethnic and women's
studies programs - an oversight
that was said to be inadverdcnt by
Grover.
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t UNM AREA RENTALS:

1985---?«M YEAR OF 1oo~(JfE

Within walking distance at UNM
All u/11/lles paid/
1 bedroom In small complex.

$220 mo. $175 DO. No pets/kid•
2601 Sliver SE #7, #10
Furnished 2 bedroom. laundry
focllllle~ olf streel parkin~
$360 mo. $300 DO. No pets
112 Amherst South side

Contact
Resldenffol Property Mgt, Dept.
Weekdays from 9 to 4.
7301/nd/an School• 883·6483
A Na11onallv Accredited
Property Management Company
ANAIIONAlLVAC:CREDtU:O PROPERTY MI.NAGEM£Nf
COM PAN'(

Good Luck
Lobos
For lunch or dinner, Nunzio's offers a variety of taste experiences; crisp salads, hot sub sandwiches, wholewheat
pizza and specializes in neapolitan and pan pizza. Come in
and taste a touch of Italy.

:

••••••••••••••••••••••
HALLOWEEN?
:

•
•••
••
••
•••
•••
••
••

•••
•••
••
•
••

••
•••
•••
••
••
•••
••
•
•

1660 Eubank NE

1 Block s. of Indian

:

•

.

Scttoor

293-2300

•••••••••••••••••••••••

•

Pizza By The Slice

CALL AHEAD FOR
QUICK SERVICE.
11030 Menaul NE
298-5200

P~EPARATION

FOR:

CMAT • LSAT • GAE
LSAT Cl111111 Begln11 Oct. 27
Pre-regl•tratlon required
Ask About Our

Scholarahlp Program
265-2524

107 Cornell N E
262-1555
••

•
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fly Cynthia llotteron

ty affiliated itself. Tile colors then
changed to the familiar cherry and
silver,

Every institution has its
trademark, and the University of
New Mexico has adopted and abandnncd symbols throughout its his-

The late Henry Kempcrnich, an
alumnus of the class of 1896, rec<~l
lec! to Hodgin Hall Committee
Chairman Gwinn "Bub" Henry
how the colors for the University
changed.

tory.

For their commc11Cemcnt invitations, the class of !896 designed the
black and gold intertwined UNM
symbol. Black and gold were the
first colors with which the Universi-

1896 original black
and gold emblem.

•'The Class of '96 decided that thr.
Sundius anc! Manzano mountains

1918 UNM emblem.

·-...,-,--~-,..,....-

..

...

---~~~~"'"""""'~,.._,~.....,.,-~~

~.,.,..~

•.

late in the evening reflected a bright
cherry or crimson color from the
western sunset. They also noticed,
while on picnics then in vogue in tiJe
Sandia Mountains, that the Rio
Grande looked like a silver ribbon
weaving its way through Albuquerque's beautiful valll!y. Thus, decided the Class of '96, the combination of the two colors spanned much
of what was most beautiful and symcontinued on page 16

Maria DeVarenne

be better if there was Jess competition.''
10r Abel M(lnte;,;, student:
"I'm leaving town this weekend,
maybe that says how l feel about
homeco.ming . There's a Jot planned but most students aren't interested. Activities should be
changec! to something that would
interest more stuc!ents."
10r Becky Wright, student:
''I really don't care about it."
fi' Pat Sullivan, Lamda Chi
Alpha: ''It's a pretty f11n time."
u Clark Abraham, student
trying to write a paper: "I'm
too busy to comment.' •
a Rohert Pierce, student:
"!don't ~now; I really c!on't care
about it."
fi' Dyanna Barela, Delta Delta Delta: "I've had a lot of fun
working on the float ;md stuff for
my sorority."
Universities throughout the
country celebrate homecoming
with various activities lasting a
weekend or throughout the week
similar to UNM's. What sur·
prised this reporter was the fact
that two large universities don't
celebrate homecoming.
FYI: the following information was obtained over the tetecontinued on page 22

The New Mexico Daily Lobo
co.nducted an unscientific poll
asking how people feel about the
University of New Mexico's
!iomecoming lind what other universities do for homecoming.
The poll was conducted at
UNM during lectures in class, in
dimly-lit hallways and over the
telephone because of the laziness
of the reporter.
Ranc!om responses range
from, "I'm too busy to comment," to ''It's OK; you can
have a fun time."
The staff's favorite quote was
from Kelly Richmond: "It's
foolish am~chronistic garbage."
As in most man-on-thcstreet- or in this case man"
over-the-phone- interviews,
the interviewees were either
elated about seeing their name in
print or rather aggravated that the
reporter bothcrcc! them.
For your information, the S
represents people polled by telephone and the 10r were people
polled in classes or clark hallways.
fi' David May, Sigma Phi
Epsilon: "I think it's gooc! to
have homecoming but it would

The University Area's
FulJ Service
Guitar Center

QUALITY
't:

UNM's seven cheerleaders will
appear before the student body
for the first time at Friday night's
pre-Flagstaff pep rally in the stadium. The three lasses and four
lads have been working out their

gyrations for the past two weeks
and are planning to come out with
all the regular yells, as well as a
couple of new ones. The four men
supporting their fairer cohorts
are, left to right, Vince Ulatowski,

Ron Norman, Jack Tomlins and
Chuck Scott. The young women,
who seem to have it all over them,
arc, left to right, Jo Ann McNay,
Carrie Williams and Poe Jones.

• Lessons • Sales
• Rentals • Bepairs
143 Harvard SE • 265-3315

-Sept. 20, 1950--

113 Carlisle S.E.
(Corner of Carlisle & Silver)

265-5522
Mon. - Thurs. 11 - 9

Fri. - Sat 11 - 10

.

sun 12 - 6

-x~

·-'-Cord)
_)(_

...............,..,.................................................. ~
Rent A Video Recorder For $8.00
Be Get 3 FREE Movie Rentals24 Hr. Rental

~4~

Sunday Thru Thursday Special
Good Only with Coupon Expires Nov. 15, 1985

FREE Movie Rental
Rent One Movie- Get the 2nd FREE
Good Only WHh coupon Expires Nov. 15.19115

Di'ZESS FOR LESS
ALBUQUERQUE
MONTGOMERY BLVD. AT SAN MATEO
WITH SKAGGS ALPHA-BETA

AOSS Welcomes your personal Check, VIsa, MasterCard, or American Express· Cards,

SAVE $15.00
On a TEN-Movie Purchase Card
Only $20.00

" 1985 ROSS STORES INC.

FOR A ROSS STORE NEAR YOU CALL 800• 345•ROSS
GRAND OPENING HOURS: SUNDAY 10:00 AM•6:30 PM
MONDAY•F'RIDAY 9:30 AM•9:30 PM SATURDAY 9:30 AM·!l:OO PM

~?-:r

Homecoming: A Tradition 1
Or Just An Anachronism? .~

0

HIGH CALIBER CLOTHING • HATS • ACCESSO.RIES

One per Customer ~xplres Nov. 15, 1985

~

!
·1.·
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lobo Mascot
Is Celebrating
65th Birthday
Uy Cynthia UQttcron
Tim University of New Mexico's
symbol of strength anc.l fearlessness,
the Lobo, turned 65 years old this
month.
The University had no mascot
when it opened in 1891 , no name for
the :~thlctic tc<•.ms, and no symbol to
mlly school spirit,
In I 917, the UNM Weekly, the
campus. newspaper, wanted to
change its name and began •tsking
the student body for ideas. A movement. was sparked on campus to find
amascot. It wasn't until the spring of
1920 that someone came up with the
winner.

The leader of the pack, the Mexican grey wolf wa.; formally
approved by the student council as
the University's mascot on Oct. I,
1920. The campus paper commented, "In this wild west, we must
have a name fitting to our surroundThe 1921 football team with the first and only live mascot the University has ever
ings. The terror of the mountains
and tile pmirie, the king of ali the
after it bit "an ill-bred brat."
western lands is that feared and
hated ;mimal - the Lobo. Wh" has book, said that the officials had no
the statue of the Lobo that professor
heard his terrible w11r cry without choice "for fear other ill-bred brats
John Tatchl designed and sculpted in
cold shivers of fear running down might become tempted to play with
1953. The statue rests in front of
his back? It is the ideal name for the the wolf and bring on a damage
Johnson Gym.
varsity boys who go forth to baUle suit."
To celebrate this "Year of the
On March 23, 1923, the UNM
for the glory of the school."
Lobo," a new statue that will be
In 1921, Jim Young, a trapper, Weekly took a poll of the student
displayed in front of Hodgin Hall
caught a wolf cub on the Floyd Lee body and changed its name to New
has been dedicated to the UniRanch ncar Mi. Taylor. He gave the Me.rico Lobo. The newspaper dido 't
versity.
cub to the University as a mascllt, become the Dai/1' Lobo until 1968.
Alumnus RandolphSeligman and
ln the late 1970s, a cheerleader in
The pup grew up tame under the care
his three daughters, Betty McCarty,
of the University's chccrJcadcrs and wolf's clothing became the official
Cindy Seligman and Gretchen Goldappeared in harness. at all the athletic mHscot at the University's games.
stein, have donated the five-foottall
"Lobo Louie" was the only mascot
statue of the Lobo head, fashioned
functions.
However, at one game a child until 1984, when "Lobo Lucy"
after Tatchl 's original sculpture.
teased the wolf and was bitten. Uni· joined the cheerleading squad.
"I just wanted to do something
There has never been an official '------------~~· nice for the University," Seligman
vcn;ity officials were forced to dispose of the animal. An historian, version of the Lobo adopted by the
said, "I'd like to show some appre"Bub" Henry's 1980 Lobo.
quoted from the 1962 edition of Tlte University. The only commissioned
ciation to the University."
Mirage. UNM's now-defunct year- piece of art depicting the mascot is
Seligman gave credit for the idea
to Gwinn ''llub" Henry, chairman
of the Hodgin Hall Committee. "He
was the mastermind," Seligman
said.
"The statue should have a nostalgic feeling," Henry said.
The Lo"bO head was m~de at the
Shidoni Foundry in Tesuque, where
major southern California schools'
mascots have been cast,
The unveiling will be Saturday,
Oct. 26, at 2 p.m. in front of Hodgin
Hall.

MEN'S & LADIES'

Leather
Jackets
The wolf was disposed of

MEN'S & LADIES'

Boots $44.99

- Choose from Dingo & Acme
MEN'S

Long-sleeved
western Shirts $13.so

*values to $21.00
LADIES'

Fashion Jeans $22.99

*values to $38.00

-Choose from Gloria vanderbilt
Bon Jour, and Lee
LADIES'

sweaters

Reg. $20.00 to $32.00
1962 wolf

Coffee Roasted
on Premises
Now Serving
Cajun Specialties

NOW $14.00 to $22.40

MEN'S & LADIES'

corduroy
Sport coats
MEN'S & LADIES'

Poly-Fill

n

Hours:
Tue, Wed, Thur, 7am to llpm
Fri, Sat, Sam to Midnight
Sunday, Sam to Spm
Closed Mondays

s
SEE US FOR PROMPT,
SERVICE
FOR MOST MAJOR BRANDS
IBM • APPLI: • COMPAQ • ZENIT.. • EPSON
kAYPRO • SANYO • SPERRY • OSBORNE

• PRINTER & PERIPHERAL REPAIRS
• SERVICE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE
• UPGRADES FOR MEMORY, HARD DISK, HALF-HEIGHTS
FLOPPIES, POWER SUPPLIES.
• CURRENT SALE ON QUADAAM PRODUCTS

WOMEN'S APPAREl
MEN'S TOO
3511 Central Ave, NE Albuquerque 266•0530
(Across from Nob Hili Business Center)
209 W. San Francisco St.

Santa Fe

992-8661

QUAD BOARDS, SPRINT, GOLD, SILVER, EXPANSION BOARDS & MORE
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

884-3334
FREE ESTIMATES

Jackets $29.99 to $49.99
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FAMILY MEDICINE AND
MIDWIFERY ASSOCIATES P .C.

9~,

'Hea/th Care for the

1

Emphasizing:
• Patient education
• Home visits available

Colin Kavanagh D.O.,

,t'IJ1

~

HOT LIXz

Whole Family"
.
• Personalized care
• Preventive care

ku"" ~~

Saturday 8-11 pm with Charlie

Dedications & Requests 277-4806

QA~

Sandra Kavanagh C.N.M .
Nurse-Midwife

Generall'ra~tke

7127 Prospect Place NE
881-9364
Albuquerque, New Mexico 8711 0

The Finest
Body Building
ond
Fitness Center
for
Men &Women

BIG RIVER & ASUNMIPEC PRESENT

The AI Dimeola Project

o~~o'i4

10~""'6"'1

Aerobics Now
Available!

FEATURING
Airto Moreira
Phil Markowitz

Chip Jackson
Dan Gottlieb
Saturday, Oct. 26, 8 pm

.LIBERlY

Popejoy Hall, UNM

mecomin
Special

'BS-'86

Levi's

Fashions and Models were
coordinated by Leslie Venzuela

FREE!

A pair of $45 Conroy Gortex
Ski Gloves
with the purchase
of ANY
men's or women's

SHRINK TO FIT

501 Blues

1699

Fall Fashion

Wrangler

Alti Wear

Insulated
Ski

Models are upper left, Monica Rozco, upper right, Monica Rozco and Shelly Moeller, lower left, Leslie Venzuela
and Elise Paey, lower right, Monica Rozco and Randall
Moos.
_

AIII!:'I"J

~~~ ~

\"VYJ.

2525 Jefferson NE
884·8012
Close to UNM

GYM

Reserve seating tickets available at all Giant Ticket Centers
General Stores (Albuquerque & Santa FelKAFB Rec Center
Bach·to·Rock Records
soundtrack Records
Wild West Music
Que Pasa in Taos

Visit our stores
In Santa Fe

Student
Discounts
Available

At;

'W~~111r

Goclfathcr•s
LUNCHEON SPECIAL
"NOW"
BEING SERVED DAILY
OPENING TILL CLOSING

We wish to acknowledge the following businesses
for their support:
All fashions were
supplied by The
Broadway Southwest in Coronado
Center.
The Sandia Peak
Tram Company
transported us to
Sandia Peak.
The High Finance
Restaurant provided the location
and props used in
the photos.

JEANS

1699
Open Sundays

men's shop
2120 Central SE • 243-6954
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'GHADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIA'flON

SPECIAL STUDENT SESSION
with

Senator Jeff Bingaman
Saturday, Novembe•· 2
10:00 am. Boom 250 A-E NM Union
All gmdrwie students ore welcome.

Mini Pizza with 4 Toppings
&. Small Drink ONLY $2.39

SENATOR•iUNGAMAN
will hold a

TOWN MEETING
With Single Serving Salad
ONLY $3.89 +Tax

(Extended "Special;' this Location Only)
1300 Central S.E. 168-4504

Saturda~·.

November 2

2:30pm. Room 250 A·E N:'vf Union

Photography by Joe Mitchell

Sttultnls, fac/Jitrl. sftJjf amf tlw grncral pubflr nrr- tLY'lrtllllr.",

___ .,_,___,,_,,_,_,__.,
193~.
'11JtAOH
In Hod(ly Hall
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Each Generation
Forms New Idea
Of Homecoming

1cctlm; of cp.mHdntes of
~;taff
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.
VIS!ONS OF THE PAST 19~0-1959
his specral look back ts a reproduction of advertisements and stories from 1920 to 1959. The prices in
the ads we~e keptthe sameto better portray the feelings ofthe times. Unfortunately, the prices are not valid
now. Ftne merchants have made it possible to look back in time.

Campus Majority Goes
Roosevelt in Straw Ballot

University of New Me:xico's Big New Band

Landon Follows; Upperclass Shows Trend to Radical
Oct. 10, 1936- Roosevelt led
all other presidential candidates on
this campus, in the straw vote conducted by the Lobo Thursday. Out
of a total of 580 votes cast, 229, or
52 percent of them, were cast for
Roosevelt.
Landon was second with 174
votes, or 30 percent of the total.
Norman Thomas, Socialist candidate, ranked rhird with fifty-four
votes. Other candid<~tes and their
votes were: Browder, Communists,
40: Lembke, Union 9; Aiken.
Socialist-Labor, 3; Colvin, Prohibi-

tionist, I.
341 votes were cast by men, 187
by women, and 52 by those who
failed to classify themselves as to
either sex or class.
Roosevelt drew the majority of
votes from both women and men,
except those of freshmen women,
who favored Landon.
Men polled more votes for the
minor parties than did w<l!llcn,
Upperclassmen showed a definite
tendency toward the radical candidates, while the freshmen proved
more conservative.

Possibility of $125,000 for University
Depends on Constitutional Amendment
March 6, 1937- Bill goes to
Secretary of State since Constitutional Amendments are not submitted .to Governor.
Another obstacle in obtaining the
$125,000 Univcristy of New Mexico share of the state building bond

The Band, pictured here with Mr. William Kunkel, is one of the University's most loyal boosters. It has
grown from39 members .to 52, but lack of uniforms. has caused the 13 new boys to stay out of the
parades and formations.

issue overcome by a unanimous vote
of the house, there remains the decision of the voters to insure future
building on the campus. There will
either be a special election called by
an enactment in the legislature, or
Continued on page 18
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FRESH UP WITH

Umbrella for the

Arts

0

Conceptions
Southwest

r,j First

f'....:l.tnterstate
Bank

FIRST INtERSrATI! BANK OF ALBUOUEROUS

lOto~sforoalr

Aif,.."'ber FDIC

-~-

$
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Valid With coupon at partic-

ipating UtUe caesars.. Cany
out only. One coupon per

customer.
Toppings Include pepperoni, black olives. ground bed
ltallatl SaUsage, mushrooms, green peppers,
onions, lfot peppers, and anchovies upon request.
(1'10 SUBSTiTUTIONS OR DELETIONS)

E•plres: lll•3f·B5
Offer Good Sun.•Thurs. Only

Fair Plaza
Lomas & San Pedro

....-·,..... '.;.

0

r-----------------------------1
TWO LARGE PIZZAS I
"with everything"

0

0
t!Cl PAt OFF.

USA.tCIJMM

Celebrate in
One of Stromberg's

in

0

0

TOPCOATS
Stromberg's large stock of overcoats score
TOUCHDOWNS every count! They're real
TRIPLE-THREATS
FtJLL-BACK and
HALF-BACK styles. THE CENTER of all
eyes. GUARDS your style-reputation,
ENns your clothing problems, dresses you
right to TACKLE any job, helps you make
your GOAL. It's a SIGNAL success! SHIFT
to one of Stromberir's overcoats NOW.

0

0

YOU

LIKE
IT

IT
LIKES

YOU

262·1491
Offer good at all 5 Albuquerque locations

L ..... ____ ......... _..__._VAltJABLE- COUPON _______ ... ..__..,._ ..

.

'f]W!il' r~rRilll~."J.l~·Ciinjf to WOtk.

Coast to Coast Intercolleg-iate Press Service

------~~

Homecoming is a tradition that
begins with the birth of a university
then evolves and shifts with each
new generation.
There are many alumni who can
remember closing Central Ave.nue
for the fratern\ty and sorority
houses' float parade, going to a pep
rally and bonfire before the Homecoming game, and seeing the house
decorations and luminarias dot the
campus with color.
There was a time when the University of New Mexico was small
enough that everyone knew everyone else's name. The University
opened its doors to 108 students in
1889 and now enrolls about 25 ,000.
·Times have changed and "homecoming is not what it used to be,"
said Ed Waller, director of the
Alumni Association.
Charlene Chavez, executive
director of the Alumni Association
described Homecoming as "bringing back of Alumni and a celebration
of the school for students." Ideally,
Leonard Ortiz/Joe Mitchell
it should be for the entire campus,
Chavez said.
She said that during the late '60s
and early '70s there was a marked
Members of the UNM Chappara/s take time out from practice to pose for this photo at University Arena.
drop in student participation in
Homecoming because of the demonstrations on campus.
However, Chavez said that in the
past three years Homecoming has
made a comeback, The number of
"This University needs to be
continued from page 10
involved student organizations
Msociated with the entire state,"
bolic to the campus."
jumped last year.
said Henry. "N M is New Mexico.
Terry Dean, chairman of the
The 1918 Mirage (UNM'~ nowthis University is New Mexico."
ASUNM Homecoming Committee,
extinct yearbook) utilized an oversaid that during the '70s, Homecomtapping N M in red, white and blue
For the Univ.ersity's 75th
ing was basi.cally a "fraternity and
that d~pktcd the patriotic "Pirit of
anntvcrsary in 1964, the "wonn desorority event.'' Dean said the comthe nc\\- ~tat~.
sign ·• was adopted and is still being
mittee is now trying to build HomeThe joined N M started to appear
NM emblem adopted
used
by
various
organizations
on
coming
up to wh;lt it once was.
on tcmit unil'onm shortly after tlmt
"Homecoming
is one ol' the
campus
today.
by
teams.
uno ha' been used to this date.
in
the
there's a
greatest
things
The 1964 "worm" symbol for lot of tradition,"world:
Dean said.
UNM's 75th anniversary.
"Homecoming is a big and important part of the University."
Dean said the Greek system gets a
lot of credit for homecoming but
other student groups arc beginning
to participate. "It's going to be a
slow process."
In the late 1960s, the Homecoming King position was dropped from
the agenda and wasn't started again
until about l 0 years later when
UNM student Jim Myers, a male,
ran for Homecoming queen.
open a checking or savings
"More of the old traditions are
account A First Interstate
coming
back," Dean said.
Ba.ncard and directory of
"People's attitudes were reFirst Interstate Bank offices
flected in the way they looked; they
are yours for the asking.
had no set rules,'' he said. ''People
have changed for more of a strucK07/lakc mw of il jJrrsonal(~:
tured life than a carefree one."
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By Cynthia Botteron
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Then and Now Serving
the UJYM Cornmunity Since 1937
Win rock
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ARTIST'S DRAWING OF STUDENT BUILDING

Student Union Opens as
Freshmen Invade Campus

Cash on the Barrelhead
The Uulversl~y can'~ .Jose t~m:l.el,'
the new re~islr!i~ion sQtup whereby
n student must dig up thn cnsh for
tuiLiou before he i!j given a cbancc.
to complete }Jia- class schedule. No
longl.!r cnn soma students crash the
clttssroomll without bei!"Hf l}nrolled.

.. ,.

Student Union Concessions Are Open
For Business During Freshman Week.
Bookstore Well-Stocked and Ready for Rush;
Report Good Fountain, Cafeteria Business Already

VOL. XLII!

..

the bonds.
The principal benefi.ciaries of the
bill will be the University of New
Mexico, tne State Captiol, State
College, State Insane Asylum, Eastern New Mexico Junior College,
and the New Mexico Military Insti·
tute, receiving at least $100,000
each.

...
...
~ -. .~

Continued
Strife In
Spain

Jor 1934 ...
•

•

•

Knee-Action Wheels

•
the Greatest Advance 1n Riding
Ace om lished

Nov. 18, 1936- With revolutionists hurliug attack after attack
against Madrid's gates, Mr. F.M.
Kercneville, UNM instructor. sees
no solution to spain's problems,
even in their possible success. he
told members of the graduate scnool
Monday. Nov. 16.
Speaking on "Changing Spain."
Mr. Kcrcheville, member languages
department. summarized the situa·
tion thus:
* Tne Spanish individual is a pro·
duct of mingled races. rugged natU·
ral terrains and isolated regions.
* Through many years, the country
has evolved from political alliances:
groups which today nave banded
together for a common interest, into
two major divisions.
* However. within these larger
groups, arc smaller allied forces
which in fanner times have been
antagonistic to each other.
* And, despite the success in the
present revolution of either faction.
the smaller groups will continue to
throw obstacles into the path of
progress under the current regime.
"This makes a rather gloomy Out·
look for Spain," the speaker declared. "Since., no matter which division wins, there will be further
struggle between the component,
yet opposed, units of this division.''

Twice-Weekly Lobo
Appears First Time
Next Wednesday

SEE

IT . . . RIDE

IN

IT . . . TODAY!

Aa a clim.u: to ita thirty yearw t1 fine .,.,. build in&, u further futfiUmont of iu
pledl/t, "'Whtn bettor autornolliletl ...., butlr, Butck Wilt build th<m," Buitlt
oow oll'on lor your coruid<ration lu linnt athievoment-th< n<w Buick for 1934.
Thia ~ Buick brina• you tbe biunt impronmrnt in ~tdinc unootlmr•
and ~adintt:~ ~wr accomplilhed-ruulrina irom KMt·A.ctioo Whrt1a, .S.linti'd
Weidlt and SPrin&in&. Tbe Ride !Ubiliaor and Air·Cusbion Tir<1. It orovodnthe

11111110tcbed llleiJ of V~n~um·P"'"t 11raltH. lt brin&l ro<l Compl<te Aut_.
Stortina. At.., uquillito Bodin by Fiwr '" IV h<•unful niOOklo. triG
ldvanml Win1·9tt<am Stylin& and improved FW..r Nu Dtalt V<ntUatiooo.
.
w~ cord.al1y invite you to comt to our thowtoom tt.-tay anc1 rum1n• -~
t~de rn thi1 ntw Buick mai(Jf ('•r· Yout own Judc.mtn• :w1!! ttU )'ou that~~~
thfre i1 a better autennobtlt. and
BuKk i1 bU.di!ilJill•.
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2801 Carlisle
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BUICK • GMC TRUCK
2801 Carlisle Blvd. N.E.

884·2801

Sept. 19, I936 - Issuance of a
twice·wcekly Lobo begins next
Wednesday with tne first appearance of tne Lobo on the new basis.
Beginning September 23, the
Lobo will appear regularly Wcdncs·
day and Saturday throughout the
college year. Fifty-five editions will
be issued instead of thirty as in the
past.
Time required for collecting, editing, and printing of the news will be
cut in half. Last year tne news was
assigned Monday, edited Wednesday, and appeared on Friday.
On a twice-weekly basis, the
news will be assigned late Monday
and Thursday, will be edited the
next weekday, and will .appear
Wednesday and Saturday.
Authorization for increased frequency of editions was given at the
last meeting of the publication board
last year. During the summer, Mel·
vin Chambers, business manager,
c6mpleted arrangements with
national advertisers, and Sam Mar.
ble, editor, reorganized the editorial
Staff.
'the increase of student fund for
the Lobo, voted last year in the new
student constitution, has contributed
in making a twice weekly Lobo
possible.

of New Mexico

No.1

bama footballer who reportedly has
had previous radio experience, will
replace Joe Wynn and Bill Dwyer,
whose voices carried the activities of
the Lohos to the ears of listeners over

the state last year,
George Thorne, who previously
anno\fneed Lobo games, is noY•
handling the mike for a.radio station
in California.

Coast and War
Influence
College Man's
Fall Apparel

'

mud~

tha recent .ru!jh w~cli; wus
thtH, uxtund('d to n lol'nl frelihman
who plcdg!!d u :Cr.u.tf.lmity nfter iU:s
incmbars hMI<_tfl$llmd hint the presiw
d('ncy .of tho inNming -class in the
l.']l.'('tions to \le ho.'!I!J next month.

-·-----·

Sept. 17, 1940 - Lobo home
football games will be handled again
this year by radio station KOB with
Charles Teas at the microphone,
Teas. a former University of Ala·

;

MaRt hnmnro\1:> promis"
d11rln~:

Z437

KOB to Broadcast 1940 Games

.'

, ..

Amendment------------

with

Publication of the Associated Sl#!knJs of the U11iverstty

•

Sept. II, 1937 - All units in the Student Union Building, with the
exception of the barber shop, were opened for business Thursday morning
with the beginning of Freshman Week.
The fountain, cafeteria, and bookstore, reported business in excess of
anticipation for the opening days and made last minute preparation far the big
rush which will start with the return of upperclassmen next Mond~1y.
continued from pag(! 17
the issue will be voted on in the
regular election in I938.
The bi II, composed and intro·
duced by SenatorS .A. Jones of Clovis, went thrO\Igh both the house and
the senate in conjunction with a con·
stitutional amendment colltaining a
~tion authorizing. the issuance of

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Politkal Promises

Oct. 22. 1940 - The west co~st,
the war and the English schoolboy
are having a great deal of influence
on what tne college man wears this
fall, reports a recent fashion release.
The trend to more comfort and
relaxed informaility is very pro·
nounced. This trend is emphasized
by the Increased use of color in all
clothes, which now seems to have
taken a firm hold. The color is neat
but not gaudy.
"Air Force blue," the RAP stan.
dard uniform shade, has come into
fashion for both men and women in
tnis country. There is almost com·
plcte absence of other military note
in men's styles this year.
Footwear is still conservative for
the most part, with the shoes in the
brown and practically staple boot·
maker finish. Arg.ylc and wool socks
in plain color continue to dominate.
Plaid and striped wool ties are
more popular than ever because of
lasting value.

Marine Corps Issues Calr for Reserve
Dec. 6, 1940 - Due to the rapid
expansion of the Marine Corps, u
large number ofresei'Ve officers will
be needed on active duty with regu·
Jar Marine units during the next
year, Clyde C. Roberts, officer in
charge of Marine Corps station in
Denver, Colo., said today.

Qualified candidates are fur·
nished rail transportation from their
homes to the Marine Barmcks. in
Virginiu for three months basic
training.. Men who successfully
complete the three months training
will be commissioned as 'ccond
lieutenants

University Golf; Third Season

T"F.

UrHVfl~SI1Y

PuUJ.IC Gm.r- Covnsr: .mon ht·giu.,

h.~

[hird spring anrl summer

season. During this winter bundn.'lls oi tn•t•s han• bL•t•n set out across the
widr expanses of the course. Managers in <L tn•k <KrO~.~ thr greens this week found.

grass in better condition than ever .and Jonk forward to the op!.!ning uf the sec-ond
nine holes in mid-summer,

e

A Set:vice fo1' tbe Services

More and more persons hrwc: tuntcd to the.· g(JJ[ mune, n1w elf lhc lini\'crsity's
most healthful omdoor nctlvirics, st't•king rd~xadon from thL" :itr.lin of hc;wy l\'artimc riuties. Hundreds of ofliccr~ :-tnd ntL'n (rom I he ;lir has<.•s .;mcl m;my of the
LJmpus N'ilVY personnel ha,·e hcJpc:d to kL't'p the remnf of play high since the war
began. And the management of the courSl' has bern fonunatc ..: more so thilll
many ot11Cl' courses throughom the tlatinn - in rrtaining the scr\'kc~ of: a profes·

sional. The pro h n.vailable for

priv11h.~ rla~\cs, ;ll Iill' Hlllt!1t'

and tOndUltl) rrhrular

classes in goH at th[' Un[vcr.sity for t.•nrolkd .Hncit"uh.

e

. L.()(ati~n of tlw_nJU~t.' hils n~.uJ~ pia,· P'>'i':lihh· fur httndtl·cls in ~piw of gas
r;,tJf)lltng. fh(' lJmvt·rsH)' Jluhlu. C:1olf Cour':ot' j., lo(,lfed. n01 Jar iro111 tlw gt•o.
J{raphi< .al n•ntN· of the dty. aud
ir i'i easii~· arce~sible to towns.
UAT.f!S
prop]t• and nir bast' men and
lin·tn f.'•u

Two Years Old Next June 12

UMdiiJt tbrow:h Fridt.)'. per nine •
SaturdayT Sunday and Jlollda)'ll.· Jl~t nin~

THE UNIVERSITY Punuc Goi.F CouR:;E opened June 12\ _1942,
J.

- sonnel jncludes

Its per·
C. MacGregor. Univcr.'iity :ulministrativt: iiSSistant.

who is bu.slness m:magcr;: 'Villiam H. Tucker, Sr.• grccnskccpcrt and lewis
!\-f. Martin, professional. The 'ourse is an ourgr<1wth of an undcrt~kirtg
of the University \ddt the assistante·of the "'\\'orks Project Administration.
EnrJy in lhe stJmnH:r- of 1941 they went to work to gh·e .UNM a Jong·
needed recreational and health·building unit. The grounds cover

acres. all Unh·ersity l~nd. with about

100

acres in grass.

A-Card Golfing; a11d Bus Golfing

120

l

womC'n
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p;m~ 1~! to\\•n run
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tht~ wursc.

r:or rho,(' who w;alk or taki~ tlw
hns. dub stora,gt.. fac'ilitif.'5: arc
pro\'idC'd so that bag~ and dubs
.tllil\' be l<'ft nt the (OUrse ••••

An11Ull! tn~mhl::rlhip lFtd. U.~ ln()DdS~j

$~~-llll

Fat111IJ' m~mbtnhlp HI Dr 4 il1 tma .f~tndr. t.nx 1r.rl ) 40.01)

De\pit<• thr r.uiouiug of gas.
''iljiwrs from man\- pa.rt'i of lh('
Statt• still flt1d t)rr;tsions, w slop
fot :.1 g;unl•ofgolf in Albuqucrqu<>

Aml)' n.nd SATJ P~u~nr.~IT!fP.m~rahiJl!l
Monthly indi11ldulll membur~lup (tu ~~~1.)
J:3.0tl
Dua~ Jll(mbn•htp (rervlcf tuan lltl\1 wtre, Jn il'ld.)
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Rates expire In 1945
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• Want to be a UNM
Man (or Woman)
For Life?

•

!\fmtlJt'l~

.en diC'

mJ~;ujnt:

Th1• ad 1• a 1Uil. .,r tbe trnlnnlty
lQ Tht> 1.-ot.;. 1111d thl! .AIIInthJ
.o\'Jtctiatioli

How:

e The University
and University of
New Mexico Alumni
Association maintain
offices at Rooms 6 and 7,

Student Union Building;
where Seniors and othei' students
may take out a Life Membership.

e When you graduate you will become
a five-yeai'tnember of the Association upon
payment of your diploma fees.
$1!)

urc

fut life

Here's

• Add

uf 'I Ill. \U'\J':"\l·\_. mumhh puhhc.•

tulll u£ 'lJtt' .\Iumnt _\,..,Jti;UIIm.

to that, now, and you become a Life Member.

81"' Make it :1 point to tall now at The Alumni Offices.

Alumni Association
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Here's How the Cheerleaders Stack Up ...

Pep Rally Begins
Football Season
Sept. 2 I, 1950- To start
UNM's 1950·51 football season off
with a bung, a student body pep rully
will be held in the stadium tomorrow
night at 7. Master of Ceremonies
Jimmie Goldstein said yesterday
that he had contacted every organi7.ation on campus in an effort to
make this year's opening cheer ring
long and loud.
"It's important to the team,"
Cloldstcin said. "The team has
worked hurd f'm• months, and now
I'm asking the students to get out
there and back them."
Goldstein announced he would

~tart

the program at 7 p.m. As the
students enter the stadium, they will
receive printed sheets with new and
old cheers listed. First on the program will be the introduction of the
seven new cheerleaders, They will
explain and lead a new yell.
Then Goldstein will introduce
Robert E. Dahnert, the new band
director, who will start a band number. During it, Drum Major John
Large is scheduled to perform a
baton specialty act.
After Coach Dudley DeGroot and
his staff and team have been presented, DeGroot will make a short

1928-1945
Pana, Illinois

Ne-rer Rend to know for whom the bell
toll~; it tolls for thee,
-..John Donne

No. 90

Tuesday, May 14, 1957

VoL60

A Century of UNM Changes
Refl~cted in Hodg.ifl History

Sept. 20, 1950- Total registration at the University jumped over
the 4400 mark late Tuesday, J.C.
MacGregor, admissions (lirector,
.
reported.
This figure, he said, is along the
line of previous estimates of a slight
drop below last year's high of 4800.
He stated that late registration
would continue for both day-time
and Evening Session credit courses
through Sept. 30, deadline for
course changes. The next 10 days
are expected to swell the total well
above the present figure, he said.
The admissions director said that
the penalty fee for late registration in
the individual courses in the Evening Session had been waived to permit more residents of the Albuquerarca to enroll.

Th~ University of New Mexico in its first structure- Hodgin

Hall.

1945-1965
UNM, Across from Yale Park

.

· ·

UNM's seven cheerleaders will appear before the student body for
the first time at Friday night's pre-FiagstaH pep rally in the stadium.
The three lasses and four lads have been working out their gyrations
for the past two weeks and are planning to come out with all the
regular yells, as well as a couple of new ones.
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The Fat Chance
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3rd Annual
Homecoming Party
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Post came Entertainment
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Blues Magicians
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"The alumni fumished the building with things of great beauty and
scvcrJI students built the first pueb- history," said Henry.
All the furnishings in Hodgin Hall
lo-style building on campus, the
now non-existent power plant. Soon were donated or paid for with alumni
after that, he supervised the building money. To date, including gifts, the
of the first dormitories, Hokona and Al\•mni Association has raised
$700,000,
Kwmaka, all in the pueblo motif.
Wooden plaques on each step of
In 1909, Hodgin Hall was in dethe
staircase in Hodgin Hall acksperate need of repair. The fourth
floor wus too heavy and caused the nowledge people who donated
walls to bow. Tight remodeled Hod- $1 ,000 or more to the renovation
gin Hall into the pueblo-style build- project, but the building ran out of
steps before the Alumni Association
ing on campus today.
Almost 20 years Iatcl' the regents ran out of donors. A total of 115
adopted pueblo-style architecture people donated between $1,000 and
for all new buildings on campus. $5,000 to the project.
The building houses many pieces
Tight's dream had come true.
ofthe University's history. The desk
Hodgin Hall again fell into disre· on which Bernard Rodey, "father of
pair in the late I 940s and was conde- the University," wrote the enabling
mned by the city fire department. act that created the University is in
The College of Education, English the executive director's office.
and modern language programs There are yearbooks dating back to
were housed there. Hodgin Hall was 1889.A gift, one of the original Gilscheduled for demolition 30 years bert Stuart paintings of George
later.
Washington - the pictlire used on
Concerned alumni were shocked the dollar bill - graces one wall:
into action when Rodey Hall, a500- two original Charlie Dye paintings
seat auditorium built in the early hang in the gathering room.
1900s, was "torn down one
"I've seen a lot of alumni centers
weekend without anyone's know- across the country, this isonc of the
ledge," said Gwinn "Bub'' Henry, lop five," said Ed Waller, executive
chairman of the Hodgin Hall Com· director of the Alumni Association.
mittee.
"It's very awe inspiring • , . very
These alumni realized when a historic."
A chance came for him to move

from admiration to action. Tight and

•. ~ • and at the lowest prices, too!

\ YOUR P€RS0NAl SERViCE

WOLFF
SYS1Df
cccesc.A
l' S A

®
The Most Trusted Name in Tanning

-"

Registration Tops
4400; Ends Sept 30

UJtde andwonrkr/N/cAo1ct'

I

with the purchase of 8 sessions for $52.
with this ad • Offer expires Nov. 8, 1985

speech to the students asking for
their support during the season.
Between each partofthe program
the yells to be used this year will be
led by the cheerleaders. The program is due to end with the playing of
the alma mater at 8:05 p.m.

Only Chevrolet lets you make such a

1/ ~~1~· £.! batterfiPltl

5 FREE SESSIONS

Jly Cyntiua Botteron
.
. pwce ot lustory is gone, there is no
Almost a century. ago the U1~1- r~trieving it. They decided that Hodversity of New MeXICO opened •.ts gm Hall should be preserved and
doors to 108 student~, all ~o~sed 1n serve as ahistoricallandm:1rk for the
one four-story red bnck bmldmg- University. The committee was
Hodgin Hall. .
. , .
. ~armed to raise money for this proWhen the Umverstty s th1rd pres•- JCct.
dent, William G. Tight, began .his
The J!rst re-structuring of Hodgin
term ln 1901, there were three build- Hall cost about $16,000; the recent
ings on the campus, Hodgin Hall. renovation cost nearly $1 million
Hadl~y Hall - UNM: s scic?ce
The regents approved half of the
buildmg an~ a ~ymnasJUm . T1ght money fonhe renovation contingent
was a geolog•st with a st~ong mtere~t upo.n the Alumni Association raising
in the pu~blo-style architecture um- half. The regents suggested that the
que to th1s area. H1~ drc~m was to structural renovation be the Unibuild a "pueblo umverstty on the versity's responsibility and alumni
mesa,"
furnish the

FAT CHANCE BAR & GRILLS
2216 central s.E. 265·7531
Open Mon•Sot ·11" n1·2a m
l'ood served 11a rn ·11P n1

N 0

B

HI L L
Monday - Friday: 8am-6pm
Saturday - Sunday: 1 Oam-6pm

266-7679
112 Amherst SE

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OCTOBER RUSH
21st thru 26th

"DON'T PLEDGE US
'JOIN US''
For Information Please Contact Danny or Greg, 2420824 or Stop 13y the LAMBDA CHI ALPHA HOUSE at
1815 Sigma Chi Rd. NE.
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Lobo Louie, Lucy Are Mascot U. Graduates
Uy Cynthia llotteron
The University of New Mexico Alumni Assodation paid for
two students to altcnd Mascot
University ut the Universal
Cheerleaders Association i.n Dallas thi.s summer.
''Lobo Louie," Kathy Bergs,
and "Lobo Lucy," Katrina Montano ~ studenls who dress up as
lobes and cheer for atnlctic
events ~ spent a week watchhg
cartoons, going to the zoo, and
learning to act like the animals
they depict.
Bergs and Montano were the
only mascots to receive the
"Spirit Stick"- an award for

cstimutcs more than 200 teams
will participate this year.
Toe Mascot University began
II years ago but only became
popular witnin the last seven or
eight years, Webb said. "No
doubt about it , . . the San Diego
Chicken raised interest
tremendously."
Greg's brother, UCA President Jeff Webb, said, "These
mascots play an increasingly important role in keeping students
and alumni interested in their colleges and universities."
The UCA cnargcs $11 Ofor one
week's training. That includes
room and board.

cnlhusiasm and motivntion- at
the UCA while they were !here.
"We got a lot of ideas to bring
back here." Bergs said. "It was a
lot of fun."
About 250 colleges and universities sent tneir mascots to
Mascot University this summer.
''The mascots learn that their role
is to get the crowd involved,"
said Greg Webb, vice-president
of UCA. "They learn how to
work with the cheerleading
squads.''
UCA also trains about 4,500
cheerleaders each year, The Ford
College Cheer!eading Championship is held there and Webb

Fine Imported Foods, Cheeses,
Whole Bean Coffees, Teas,
Sandwiches, Party Platters,
Gift Baskets, Gift Certificates

PERMS
(cut included)

$22.50

FAST

p!)one because the other universities
arc too far away from the Daily Lobo
newsroom to walk to.
m Univ~rsity of Michigan:
Their three-day celebration begins
with games and activities including
mud wrestling, a progressive bar
night with local night spots participating, a parade, bonfire and run.
m V;mdel'bilt College: Their
celebration is ''very date orientated." fraternities and sororities
make floats and pick a 'Hollywood
couple' from each house. Most of
the students participate in the activities~ "It's a big deal." A lot of
the alumni come back.

lNG TO THE GOOD LIFE WITH:

ss.oo

in the Alley behind Wat(lr~ens

continued from page 1

CHEESE &
COFFEE SHOP

HAIRCUTS
$6.00
UNM STUDENTS

115 Dartmouth SE.

Tradition?------

Join us at the Espresso Bar Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8 am-6 pm
for fine desserts and
Fri.-Sat. 8 am-11 pm
non-alcoholic wine and beer
Sun. 10 am-5 pm
Encantada Square
883·1226

Open Tuesday thru Saturday
Call for Appointment

2679 Louisiana NE
Across from the Classic Hotel ·

265-5109

m Texas A&M: A spokesperson

said the university does not celebrate
homecoming,

m Tulane University: Tneir
three-day celebration includes an
awards dinner, dance and a run for
students and alumni. 1-Jowever,
there is no parade. The spokesperson said the Greek organizations
"do tneir own tning."
m Kansas State University:
Students select a man and woman as
Kansas State Ambassadors. Tneir
events include a bonfire and competitions, including human pyramids and body building. The local
town gets very involved.
® Harvard: The spokesperson
said there isn't a homecoming
celebration. The emphasis is class
reunions.
® Purdue: This year tne focus is
on the 14 astronauts who have
graduated from Purdue. The uni·
vcrsity alumni include tne first and
last men who walked on tne moon.
The alumni is heavily involved with
tne three day celebration.

CENTRAL AT YALE ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY OF N.M.

Cough Relief
Formula

Cold Capsules
10's

100's

500 Mg.
.

•H

•'i

40z.

Antacid

Sore Throat Lozenges
100's

Menthol & Cherry • 18's

Dental Floss

illt

Assorted • SO Yd.

.-~~-'

Arena builds compelilioh swimwear for
women who aren't content to sit on the
sidelines. Women who are as 'Competitive,
and demanding of themselves. as they are
about their swlmwear.
That's why we make Arena racing
swimwear fast enOUgh for the fastest
women in the world.

24's

12.0z.

Toothbrushes

Nail Polish Remover

No. 40, No. 60

Assorted - 4 Oz.

Stiff Back
Legal Pad

Erasable Bond
Typing Paper

Nn. 5%80 • 80 Ct.

No. 38102 • 40 Ct.

Visual-Verba/ Art of Books·
Featured at Jonson Gallery

Nov. 10 in an exhibition called "The Art ofthe Book." The show features
Daniels' folio titled Asphodel, ThatGreenyF/ower, and Hocks' collection of
collage books and prints Whicn she has arranged into ''The Reading Room."
Daniels' and Hocks' innovative combination of collage and text have made
their
books into
kind of ''visualliteracy.
Allhough both
use collage
·.as
a means
for aconstructing
itnages, their'' techniques
are artists
very different.
•
D.aniels' folio is a series of cut paper collages in bright colors illustrating
the relationship between poetry and art. Her art was inspired by tne words of
American poet William Carlos Williams in his poem, "Asphodel, That
Grceny Flower." The 52 illustrations are hung in sequence to be viewed as an
"open book."
"I wanted to create a kind of open-ended kinetic experience in which
words and images are read simultaneously as the wiewer progresses around a
room," Daniels said. "Many of the cut-outs refer to each otner, just as
certain passages of Williams' poem do. A rejected scrap from one image is
the central focus of another and sets up equations between them.
"I wanted to try a new Jrtedium, something that wasn't so time consuming
and overwhelmingly serious," sne said. "This book changed my attitude
loward color and my ideas of being more abstract in terms of color. My
paintings have changed since I've done this."
Hocks' "Reading Room" is a display of her books and prints set in a cozy
environment where one would feel comfortable reading. Also included in the
cx.hibit is Hocks' CoC'teau' s Room. The piece consists of a chair, candelabra,
marrors and accompanying photographs, and is a representation of a place
Where one can actually sit and read,
Hocks uses tne collage technique extensively in her varied collection of
haml-bound books. However, unlike Daniels, she uses reproductions of
found images and text which demonstrate innovative uses in printing by
machine. "I usc a mixed bag of techniques to make Up these things," Hocks
said, "Basically, I'm a 'Xerox' person."
The topics of Hocks' books range from theater to fashion to architecture.
She said she is inspired by the freedom th2t books give her as an artist.
"You can be your own director and producer, and then you can hold it in Y?ur
hand when you're comfortable with it," she said. ''A book is almost hkc
your clothes~ you have to fit into it..,
The Jonson Gallery is located at 1909 Las Lomas N.E. on the UNM
campus. Hours arc 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Friday and I to 5 p.m.
on weekends. For more .information call 277-4967.

No. 63356100 Ct. ~" ~
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Welcome Students
Complete Assortment of Candies and Greeting Cards for All Occasions

I

COST PLUS 1 0°/o

Mead Index Cards

Friendly, Confidential Pharmacy Consultation Service

• RX PRESCRIPTIONS
• SCHOOL & OfFICE SUPPLIES
• COSMETICS • HEALTH fOODS

~le

Prices

Cood Thru Nov. 4, 1985
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All 1985 A TV's
& Vulcan 454
Motorcycles
ON SALE

ZIA COMPUTERS

2505 Woshlngfon NE; 1 block South of Men out
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All Our
Mechanics are
Certified Technicians

5400 Menaul NE .054 884-5797
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...
CASSETTES and
RECORDS.
MAJOR LABELS
TOP ARTISTS
starting at $1.98

Something for Everyone

Pop, Rock, Folk,
Jazz and Classics
On Sale for Limited Time
Shop Early for Best Selection

PRINTER PAPER

3104 Cerllral SE
262-4787
Mon.-Sat. 16-6

lj

.
Hours
Monday-Friday 5-10 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday Noon-10 p.m.
Location
Use UNM Hospital Critical Care Center Entrance
Charges
$25-standard 30 min. visit
AMEX, Visa, Mastercard, personal check or cash" accepted.

I call on you as I do on Myself... , part of Asphodel, ThatGreenv
Flower by Eleanor Daniels.

Sale

~10 GRAHDE SWIM SHOP
e t t · '7 t
taP 7 a··
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~Daniels' and Hocks' works are on display at tne Jonson Gallery througn

C Ln~eWCIIDie
The Big Orange
•'

0

For urgent, but not life-threatening
medical problems.

Books are often thought of as a type of verbal art whHe illustrations are
considered to be visual art. Artists Eleanor Daniels and Paula Hocks, nowever, have combined the two into one distinct art form: the verbal-visual art of a

7DAYS A WEEK
C
Coldline

-~

UNM Hospital
Urgent Care Center

By Carmella Padilla

=z=

lffil 2132 CENTRAL AVENUE S.E.
Vit·~min

o

'a' University of Colorado at
Boulder: This year's tneme is 'Ralphie goes to Hollywood.' The ~ain
participants arc the Greek orgamzatjons. They'll select a homecoming
court have a parade and a buffalo
buffei where buffalo meat will be
served,

LOBO CAMPUS PHARMACY
OPEN 8 A.M. TIL 11 P.M.

eMs

PHOTO PROCESSING SERVICE
WE HONOR ALL PHOTO PROCESSING
COUPONS FROM ALL S10RES

9V2 X If
Plain White
Clean Perforation
2500 Sheets per Box
On Sale S17.95 Reg. SJ9.95
•
•
•
•

Offer Expires I 1- 1·85

Now Through.
Wednesday, November 6
The UNM Bookstore Fall Sale
Great Deals On Books, Supplies; Posters, & Gifts
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EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY!
WEEKENDS IS ONLY$ 3.00!

NEW YORK

~~s

1954

Th~

object of every man's fantasy and
the greatest mind of the century

are about to meet

produc~lon pr~sented by Teatro Agmi~ero- at the:
Stage II Theatre, University of Albq., -0~. ~S, l6 1

A Fish Story

INSIGNIFICANCf Theater Arts Brings Back Play
Acome~) abuutlile. d~tb. Sli a~d lbe Um·rerse .. relatrmlr speakrog
ANICOlAS E~lG HIM GARY BUSEY ·MICHAEl EMil

THERESA RUSSEll an~ i1filitCURIJIDas tlie ~enator

DON'~OH

210BCENTAAl S E !'247·4414

The University of New Mexico
Theater Arts Department will
present A Fish Story Oct. 25
and 26 at 8 p.m. in the El'·
perimental Theater, downstairs in the Fine Arts Center.
Tickets are $5 for the publi~
and $3 for students, facultY,
staff and senior Citizens. Call
277-4402. for more information.

Adbullah lbralllm, solo jazz .Piano, at the KIMo
Theatre, Friday, Oct. 25, 8 p.m, Tickets are$.5,56 and
$8, avallabl~·_at the KiMo Boll: Offi~;C, Cal1841-6fi.59
for more lnro. ~ponsored by th~ KIMo and the: New
Mexico )au Workshp,
New ~exleo SympJli:IPJ Orchestra Coflcert no, 3 of
the series will~ on Nov, ~ and 9, 8:15 at Popejoy
H~(l. Works by Mozart, Britten and Brahm:s will be
~tformcd. For Hcket_s and Info call NMSO at 842!~65.

Frederico Jimenez Vlllatane, clo.ssical suitarlst, at the
KiMo Theatr~:, Sa_t., Oci, .26, 8 p.m. Tickets are 56
lmd sa. Call766-7816 ror rno~ infO:.

Phaatasmaaorfa lmpro\llsatlonal Tbealre performs
e~ery S~_turday eyenlng at the Vonex Theatre (Buena
V!sta_, JUst south of Central) Show at ll;JO p,m.
TJcket:s arc SJ, $2.~0 for students, Call 243.8381 for
more info.
El C{)rQttm Nunca Me Ha Mtlf_tldo- a bilingU~I

lll!d Nov. l and 2, All petfonnat'!Ce$ at 8 p.m. Tjckels
are $4 _gc;neral admlssiqn, $3 for students, _senfors and
unemployed persons. }?or more inFo. an~ tickeJ
reservaUons CJII83l~l40S,
Friday Nlahl Melodrama a~- the Mine Shart Tavern In
Mad,rid, N.M., on highway North ,4, Theatrc only;
$6.50. Tfteatrc; aQd dinner: $1~.515. TrllnsportBtion,
dinner _and theatre; SZS. Egad, W?fol a Cad/ and
For His Broth_fr's Crirrr! stan off the;' ~ea~on,
Children under 9 arc half pd~;:e. For more info, and
reservations call47l·0743,
AudiUoa1 for Deaf~Hearlaa lmpal'". Aero,..male
betw~n I ~·30, to. play a ·major role In .a production of
M011!er lf(cks. Contact Susan Pea(son·Davis at2774332 foqnore info,
A .Fish StorJJ, an origiQal comedy·drama by JQn
Tunle, presented ~Y ~he UNM ·Theatre Ans Dept.
Oct. 25,26, B p.m,, at the &perimcntal Theauein the
basement of the Fine Arts Bldg. Tickets are 55
genera), .SJ ror stu~entll e.nd seniors. For info. and
tic~cts call 277-4402.
All¥rt f!lnstdn: Th~ Practicr# BolrrMan at the
Armory for the Arts in Santa Fe: (1050 Old Pecos

Venturl, Rauch ap.,d Scoot Browm A Oenera:tion or
Sepl, JO.Oct. 27, Upper Gallery.
Photography b:y Anne Noggl.~, Lower GnUery, Oc;t,
26, reception on, Nov. 81 .6·8 p.m.
Tbomp1on Gall~l'}' (UNM SUD Bldg,, Main Level)
presents "Re~nt Works on Paper and Canva 5, 1' by
NQrma L. JoneS, Qc!, 7·Nov 8, Gallecy hours ore: 9~. Mon ...Thllrs., Friday tJI5, Classical concerts every
Wcd.,l2 noon in the Gallery,
11

Ar~Oitecutre,"

--===~~~~~-

;J -- -

'
Poetry Htadlna-judith Barrington will read from her

Jon10n Galleey (I~ Las Lomas NE} 11 Eicanor
Daniels and Paulil H_ocks; The Art oftht Boo~i'' aJtd
11
Raymond Jons~;m: Theatre Posters," Oc,. 13-Nov,
10. Oalh:ry ho~r:s; Tl.l~S~·Fri., 1[)...5, Sat.-Sun., l-.5
p.m. Cal1277-4967 far more inro.
Unlvenlty Art r.tu~eum .CFine Arts Center, UNM,
217·4001) Works by Hoyt Corbett, ()(:t.S·Nov. 1_0.

A family th~t has recently lost
a son r~treats to a mountain cabin
to try to have a good time and
forget. A young man with a
wounded leg appears on t[leir
doorstep and is taken in.
So begins A FishS tor>', an original play by Jon Tuttle, that in
many ways sounds tragic but is in
fact a comedy.
.
"It's sort of based on a true
story - sort of. I knew a family
who .lost a son and l stayed in the
cabin for a weekend, But none of Playwright Jon Tuttle $its on the Experimental Theatre's set
the situations in the play really for the play A Fish Story.
happcneo," Tuttle said.
'Tm looking forward to meetsomewhat revised since those
"When I sat down to write it I
ing Medoff. It's very generous of
pe1fonnances.
tried to make it serious but ithad
him (to judge forthe ACTF). He
"There's nothing like perto be a comedy. I'm not kidding
forming it in front of an audience
could retire to the hills and crank
with this play. This is not a joke.
out plays but he wants to work
to see what doesn't work. It's out
It's a serious subject dealt with in
with the old and in with the new.
with the students in this area,"
a funny way," he said.
Tuttle said,
Some lines I thought would work
The play is being directed by
"It's about other things, too:
but didn't are now gone," Tuttle
adolescent rites of passage, fami•
Wade Stevens. A play written by
said.
Wade and his brother won the
ly expectations. It's more about
Tuttle said he began. playwrighting after deciding that he
Nonnan Lear comedy award in
family than about death."
The play was first performed
1982, which led to writing
was "in the bottom three of the
last summer as part of the Sumworst poets in the history of the
assignments on The Jeffersons.
"He is very bright, very funny
English language," and that with
merfest '85 series and is being
and we work well together. He
fiction and short stories he
brought back for one weekend
can tell when something is going
"almost rose to mediocrity.
only. The play will be judged by
playwright and New Mexico
to be funny and when it isn't,"
"Everbody says playwrighting is the toughest kind .to do, but
State University Professor Mark
Tuttle said.
the opposite is true for me. It's
Mcdoffforthe American College
Tuttle and Wade also worked
the only kind I can do without
Theater Festival playwrighting
together on A Fish StOI)' this past
summer. The play has been
feeling self-conscious," he said.
competition.

NIGHTLY: 7:00 & 9:30
SAT/SUN MATS: 2:00 & 4:30

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •

lFIIllfA\lFil?lt

a

nos

amours~
A ftlm by lvlaunce P1alat.
Wrnner rn France of the Cesar Award.
Best Picture of 1983.

South African Pianist Ibrahim in Concert
Abdullah Ibrahim, fonnerly known as Dollar Brand.
will play a solo jazz piano concert at the KiMo Theater
tonight at 8 p.m. Ibrahim is a South African-born in·
novatorwho has achieved international acclaim through
his synthesis of American jazz styles (primarily that of
the late, great Duke Ellington) with strong African
rhythms.
Ibrahim, who has renounced his homeland and its
racist policies and now resides in New York, began his
career playing in Capetown dance bands that covered
material by Count Basic and others. Ibrahim recalls that
"We never thought of it as playing American music and

African music. They were just heroes, they were part of
the extended family." Could there be a better definition
of true Afro-American music? Ibrahim's band, the Jazz.
Epistles (formed in 1959 with horn player Hugh
Masakela), was the first South African group to record
original material. After the restrictions of apartheid
became too stifling Ibrahim moved on to Zurich and a
timely encounter with Ellington. The rest is history.
Tickets are $5, $6 and $8, available at the KiMo
Theater Box Office. The concert is sponsored by the
KiMo and the New Mexico Jazz Workshop, now celebrating its IOth year of bringing jazz to New Mexico.

1830 LOMAS NE

242-2181

Albuquerque's Only First Closs
Continuous,

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Night Club
ON THREE STAGES FRO.M 11 AM

TONIGHT 7:15, 9:15

AMATEUR* NIGHT
Every Tuesday 8 pm C$2.00 Cover)
BIG PRIZES! $275.00 in CASH! Every contestant wins a prize!
Business lunches Daily
11 atn-3pm, Man.·Fri.
All sandwiches served
with tossed or potato salad
As/~

About Our Doily Special
All Selections $2.95
(Includes tax)

Green Chili Stew- $2.00

PICKPOCKET
Directed by RobaH Bresson

SATURDAY 7:15, 9:15

Happy Hour 3 to 7 ptn
ASUIIIM FILM
COMMiTTEE

2n·5608

7 days a week
2294 Wyoming NE (Wyoming & Menaol) • 298·1868
OPEN SUNDAYS • Dress Code Enforced

RESTAURANT
BREAKFAST I LUNCH I DINNER
2400 Central S.E. • Across From Johnson Gym

book ''Try[ng to be an Honest Women," on Sun.,
Oct, 27, 7:30 ,p.m. at •he Living Dat~h Bookstore,.
Tbe Guild (340.5 Central NE, 25!1-JO.SO) presents
''lnslgnincancc.''
Ar11 lnd Sot'lel)' Toda)' Talks~ Joa~ne d.;._ Key$tf,
cc:Jiisl and pro_f. of music, wltl.speak an .. Women jn
Cla~sical Music," Oct. 29. All talks will given in
UNM Fine Arts Ct'nter room 1020, II ll·f1l·
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By Jay Raborn

Leonard Ortiz

Lobo quarterback Billy Rucker steps back to throw a pass at a recent practice. The starting
quarterback position has yet to be decided between Rucker and Ned James. The Lobos will
be playing their Homecoming game against the University of Hawaii Rainbows of th~
Western Athletic Conference Saturday night. With a season record of 1-5, the Lobos are
hoping for their first win since their Sept. 14 victory over the New Mexico State Aggies. Both
the .Lobos and the Rainbows are attempting to improve their WAC standings before the end
of the season.

Chi Omega sorority
and the
UNM Child Care Co-op
Present the

Eighth Annual
Homeeoming Run '85

For a 1-.5 football team riding a
three-game losing streak and positioned just outside the conference
cellar, rarely is one lowly opponent
going to make or break one's
season.
But listening to Lobo Coach Joe
Lee Dunn, the Hawaii Rainbows
just might stand between the Lobos
and the national championship.
"It's a key game for both teams,"
Dunn said. ''If we can win it would
be a big victory for us in terms of the
rest of the season. We have to win
this game if we want to keep our
chances of a winning season alive,"
Both teams will be seeking to salvage decent seasons when the
squads enter the. 7 p.m. Western
Athletic Conference contest at University Stadium Saturday, The Rainbows arc 1-4· I overall and 1-1 in
league play, statistics which may be
misleading, Dunn said, considering
three Rainbow losses have come by
less than seven points,
Presented with the task of replacing the outstanding Raphuel Cherry,
quarterback Greg Tipton has been a
pleasant surprise for the Rainbow
coaching staff, leading the Rainbow
attack to almost 25 points per contest.
"They've got an offense which
has put some points on the board,"
Dunn said, "They've been about as
lucky as us, losing ballgamcs by a
few points. They can surprise
people."
Astounding as it may seem, the
key to defeating Hawaii will come
down to the Lobos not suffering a
lapse after their 45-23 trouncing by
seventh-ranked Brigham Young last
weekend, Dunn said. After playing
heroically for three quarters against
then I Oth-ranked Nebraska, the
Lobos proceeded to disintegrate the
following week against Colorado
State.

So Dunn has taken steps to keep
his troops inspired against the Rainbows. Like the door-to-door salesman vending his wares, Dunn has
espoused the Rltinbows' assets
throughout the week in practice.
"We're not in a position to let
down being 1-5," Dunn said .
"What we I! ave to do is play consistently. We can't afford to go out and
play like we did against CSU to
win."
One bright spot for Dunn bas been
the recent play of the Lobo secondary, Boasting no interceptions
through five games, UNM's secondary stood up to the challenge of
BYU's Robbie Bosco, picking off
four Bosco pusses.
On the other side of the coin
though, the Lobos were dissected
for 585 yards through the air, the
most any team has ever relinquished
in a WAC game.
"We're just going to have to play
better as a team defensively," the
coach said. "We're still making too
many mistakes. We haven't been
doing the job,"
Bearing the brunt of Dunn's criticism has been an offense wl1ich has
failed to put the bali in the cndzonc
with any consistency. Slicing
through the Cougar defense with
ease, the offense continually failed
to cross the goal plane, repeatedly
falling to costly mistakes in the
second half.
Meanwhile, the great Lobo quarterback controversy continues to
rage this week as Ned James and
Billy Rucker heatedly vic for the top
spot.
"We really haven't made up our
minds yet," Dunn said. "Both of
them are capable of moving the
offense. We just need a good all·
around effort without making mistakes.''
Extra Points:Lobo freshman
sensation Tcrance Mathis should be
at full speed against the Rainbows.

GET ON THE
WOLF CREEK EXPRESS
Co-Sponsored
by the
(JNM Skt Club

Departure
Dates:

1

Trick
or Treat
Earl~ with

Soccer Team

Loses Hopes
For Playoffs
By Jay Raborn

The University of New Mexico
soccer team saw months of work and
its long-cherished dream shattered
in one moment.
Seemingly invincible in recent
weeks, the Lobos suffered a chink ill
their otherwise inpcnetrable armor,
suffering a vital defensive lapse to
see their national playoff hopes fall
in a 2-0 defeat to Colorado College
An All
at the Lobo Soccer Field on
Halloween
Thursday.
Attempting to clear the ball with
lmProu
the Tigers pressing, the Lobo deComed)l Show
fense faltered, allowing Mike FraSaturdaY
10·26 at 11:30 pm
tarelli to intercept the orb and deat the VORTEX THEATRE
posit it in the empty net for a l-0
(central & buena ulstaJ
advantage only two minutes into the
$3.00/Studehts $2.50
contest. For the defensive-minded
Julio
Tigers, the goal proved the decisive
edge as subsC(juent UNM drives inlo Lobo Csrlos Msciel, right, in the UnJ11.ersity of New Mexico's 9B!f'~e!!_B~9!:1J'~·n~s!_tC~o,~o!ra~d~o~C~o!!:lle~g~e::._.=::::::::::::::::=~
enemy territory were staunched by
What few effective shots the one to tally the. other goal midway
the Colorado defense.
"With New Mexico we wanted to Lobos were able to register were through .the half.
With the defeat the Lobos fell to
play defensively because we knew quickly snaggetl by Tiger goalie
they had a good team,'' Tiger Coach Matt Slothewer, who finished the 8-3-2 and 5-2 in Rocky Mountain
League play, while the Tigers raised
Horst Richardson said. "We got that day with 12 saves.
With time elapsing rdpidly in the their record to 13·7 and 4-3. UNM
score and were just able to hang on.
Marron Hall, Room 131
We deserved to win this one after all second half and desperate to salvage also saw its national berth vanish
Open Mon. - Fri. - Sam to 5pm
the contest and their playoff hopes, with the loss to the NCAA III team.
our close losses.
"There's no way we'll be chosen
Once they recorded their early tal- Coach Craig Robenson threw cauTelephone- 277-6228
ly the Tiger defense left UNM in a tion into the wind, advancing his now even if we defeat Southern
Cash - Check - MasterCard - Visa
dreaded position, shuffling in fresh entire team into Tiger territory. But Methodist," Lobo Coach Craig
forces to hound the tiring Lobos. the strategy backfired as Tiger mid· Robertson said. "You have to defeat
Deadline • 1:00 p.m Day Prior to Publication
The cogs for the UNM offense, mid- fielder Dickie Hertel received a long these teams. That's what's unique Advertising Rates-17¢. per word per day or 12~ per word per day
fielders. Mario Picazo and David pass alone in UNM's half and beat .about this game - you can domin- for five or more consecutive days with no chan~:cs. Campus depart•
Robertson. were alloted few Lobo goalie Dana Rogge one-on- ate the other team but still lose."
mcnt~ and chartered studcntorgani:ations may usc L:.s Noticias for
chances to engineer UNM's auack.
announcements. Las Noticias rate is Ilk pel' w(>rJ.
being swarmed by three defenders
GOING S'I'RONG--'fHE NoMo DAILY. LOBO
once they reached the Tiger goal
GL PZlVM GSV klrrmvhh dsl th rm xlmallo Ill nb
Las N otic las
area.
svzis gnh rb orbs z hsUs nvhhttv a111l.b r olev blf,

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
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come join the fun!

ALBUQUERQUE/

SANTA FE
TO WOLF CREEK
Date:
Distance:
Description:
Entry Fee:

Saturday, October 26, 1985
12:00 noon
Run 4 miles (Fun walk/run approx. 1 mile)
Flat, fast through the UNM main campus,
finishing west of the North Golf Course at
the UNM Child Co-op
$7.00 today, $8,00 day of race
Pick up packet at the UNM Child Co-op
1210 University NE
Spousored By:

Chi Omeg<l sororll!f· JJl'ila Sil(. till! Studeut \!('lcmm Association, mul Jf/1,um 1/lGH UJII\

•.•.•.•.·rl'············rl'··········.-,;,·.•.-.-h-.-,.Y.•.•.·.y,;y.•.•.•.-.•.·.•.•.·.·.•.•.•.•.•.-.•.•.·.•.•J'.

rl'...............

:ill •••

*$99.00
PER PERSON

o Round trip bus tran!lpcrtalion from Albuquerque and Santa Fe
to ·Fairfield Pagosa In Colorado
o Two nights lodging at Fairlield Lodge
o Two all·day ilfl Utkets for Wolf Creek Ski Area

o Shuttle setvlce from Pairfield to Wo.tr Creek
•s99.00 PJCk<JgC i,'i double occupaiiC!J. Add $1S.OO {or .t>inglr!.
('all about our Cms.o; Country skt rarkag(' $89.00'

P.O. Box 4040/Pagosa. CO 81157

1·800-523·7704
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on the mall-north of the S.U.B

OR CALL 277-3244 To ORDER your favorite soft drink

HERPES RESEARCH tVALOATlNG In•
vesdgatlonal drug, UNM Med. Sc:hool study needs
Votunlecrs wflh senirat herpe$. Call 841-412.9 rot
lhformalfon.
10/ll
l!'II"TERF.STED 1~· PERSONNEL MilnagemenL Join
the Sfudent cbapttr bt 1he American Society tor
l'ersonne1Adntirifstradon. CaU RObc:tUt631·1309.
10129
CLUB EVENT?- MEE11NG7 La!' Notleias is" the
J'llate for you. Only 10 cents per word P« i.mie tot

;.:::-z~

. ,.,., .

IIAPPYBIRTUDAYVAit YourtlnilllyasoldasyoiJ
rrcttral to be. tan.
J9/2.5"
J.Ol!IS
X\-'f - TUE cake ·is e;(cci!ent ttl TM Chole:
SHELL\'A,TJIEcoalitionilcrureboliog.B,
lg':!J•
.Butn:l Vista Af!dCentral ..... Marie.
10:251
~_VANL- -li.B.FROMO.N.and_!riettd~!. 19,25
C:HERYL_ w. _CL~S wha:t! t'm your pledge mom!
Lovc-yJt" Li~ii.Sheppard.
19·2!
TO THE 1 best ~ledge dots, Kim M. and Cheryl W.
Let's lu:wc a great :semester. AX till we die! Your

~o~~S~NE

btu.':;~

-

==::

COUNTRY BOY, GOOD hick With lheChariai Rac:e
_tanitJtrow nlghU LciVe1 Margaret.
i91ts'

=:

o·p··EN. 24. H·ou·.·Rs A
AV
· D---.MJ

==~~O~I0irard~NE.2JJ.~,3~~12J

CAT brow• hair steele
Must like dinners wftfi fine wine9, Contact 1Jtt:r;e1 he
ishliovewithyou.
19J2S
LORENZO
Oct. _16 We'll_etlebratt 1he day Lhat
Wertu~tone:ye.t~.ragd!Rock'nrolhndC'"ntfore...·u!

=
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Lov.tou,CJ.
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FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE
ON CAMPUS
ONLY 25¢ A CAN
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Upsilon.
19/l$
YO, Y.A YOU who hlt my car·beh1nd LDV TUesday
nlshl, it's only a matter· or tlme 'till termtnate-you.
ArnoldS.
10125
BRAINY, I LOVE you! Daen forevtr and ever~ 10!30
REGARDING CAROL THE engtlsh major Warntnat
'To would be- sultotJ, tlll.ll-hc.want5 fsa free meal. Sate
your lime and mbney. It's a bust. Duped.
t0/29
SEND -YOUR MESSAGE lo a friend. scmrone
special or )'Our family. Make contact itt the
d.tssifleds today. Deadline~ l ~.m, ihe day before

nsertlon, Ul Matron Hall.

tfn

Food/Fun
now wow JtECOllDS FA.U. clearanc-e.

ww,

mlnmtum diSCOUnt With UNM ro. Cp to -25% off.
J03 AmhtNLSE.
10!30
EVU::SE ('lfAUDOCRSE tS ~oming Siltu:-dfll--',
No" 9. t!~MSubw.ay. WatcJJ~h,sspa.:-efordetn:l"-.

W.3U
t.F..AR~' TO f'l\'t Professional ili~1 inwuct(lt Jim
S_cully. 211-3482',
_
10-·2.5
hORSf:BACK RJUING LESSOSS. Dtgin~u~ to
adv:mee. Je.lnette822.s-473.
12-·16
EAT SEAFOOD • 'fOtJR he<irt will 1oYe iii Prcsen1
yocrr UNM tO and rtceive a lOt;~ discount. Pott of
t\lbt_IQ SeafOOd, 92.23-td St'NW. 9 am·6 pm M-Snt
Ill$
PAH.fl't F'OOD7 CONCERT? ThJ~ i~tht plate for
tour da.~sirieds about Restaurant.s. Partkt, fb(ld
Sates, Concem, etc. ''F"ood~Funu todayJ.
tfn

Services
PRIVATE GUITAR INSTRIJcrtON. All styles, all
le11e~, Tony 12-5 jJ.rtt. 344-91140,
. .
JP/25
ALTERATIONS AND TAILORING. Second
Chance, lll2. central sE. 2:66-4266. Mon-Sat. 11.-;

11108

mured color. DeScribe the subjed.. Yot.ir ·op_llon ·1o
buy. 262-03!0.
10129

All PROCEEOS TO BENEFIT THE UNM UNITED WAY FUND
~
. .. .
FlAVORS AVAILABLE:
. .
.
~ COKE. DIET COKE, CHERRY COKE, SPRITE, SUNKIST, DIET SUNKISf. DR. PEPPER, DIET DR. PEPPER

;: : :

19/2$

DIANA. P. OF kAPPA- Yoa're De bell o"J paU
Hue il lftll diJI Lou? a
J9!1!i
PINK ADOBE, I have missed )'OU vety much IOODO.
Perky,
19125
WBOS DESTROY DIE Rainbows - Della

TTJTORING-WRITTNG PROBLEMS. Exp<rlen<ed
MA299-80II..
..
.
11/11
ALTERNATIVES. REASONABLE RUES. Call
344-7445.
10/30
WEIGIIT EATING PROBLEMS, Free htlpful
infotmatlon. AlbUquCi'qll.e Htalth .PtoteUJonals,llO
Vi!Ssar SE. 256-l'lJ.
I01i9
PORTRAITS: fAINTED OR drawn In bri&hl of

55
=
·;;

II

!912$

WHAT IS THATinlhe duct PON01717.
19/25
UNM HOMECOMING 1,.,- The YeAr of lhe
Lobo ••• Della Upl!son ~vet it's best wishes,
19/2Ji
lAMES Y,, FOOTBALL JIDlU are line but I can't
find you on campu'J A new trlendl.
19/2.'
GO TO TilE duc:k pond and jet aur homecc:uuina

p.m.

a
=

I

19/2S

DEARCB, NO I'm not talcenJ Trev(lr P~

noatfloat,

=
=
=

55

\

C::IIRISllAN SCIENO: ORGANIZATT!JN m<c(s
Monday. Room 2$l SUB, ' p,m.-6
AU

;;;;;

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

5

AFtER YOUR lid DWJ offense dependln& on other
offc-nset your Ji"rue Is revoked fn FIVE year Jn•
crtments.
10/2.5

VITA·C::, ENERGY IAIS, Slim Plan lnfo. C.U 247·
J0/2J
MUJIIIAY PIIOTOGRAPIIICS. SPECIALIZING in
.Hmm !lfidtS (fotn ·artWOrk, phoiDI and Ot~er Ral
renective material. Other· service! include biack ahcf

8418.

GARY 1(, SURPRI_SEt J btt you thought rtt forget!
Happy8frthdayl EJP.
19/25
CASANOVA......, HAPPY:%ad Annlve~S8.ryll;ll nevet
forget ail werve been 'thro-ugh. Remember..._ que .sera
seta_! I 111veyou! Christie b.
1~/lS

white printing- eopy negattves Arid old J)hoto5 eoplcd.
Ptic:es__rca!oiJablt. Cell lot .Curthet fnformatlon 1!.1
255·1384.
10125

continued on page 2 8
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C/assifieds cont.

bdr house with professional female (33 yrs). orad
student preferred. $225 plus Vi utilities. 268-876$.
10/25
A 'fOWNJIOUSf, APARTMENT 2 bdr, I bath.
Washer, dryer hookup, free cable TV, private yard,
rireplace, Ur•lvcrsltY and Stadium area, $400. Dillion
Real Estate. 294·14j9,
tfn
J.EASE OR !{ENT Com-Res. building, Casablanca
like studio • .1327 South 4th Street, $300. 34~·100.
10130
L/I.RG~; ONE BEDROOM apartment, wood floors,
two blo~ks from UNM. SI7S month utilities included.
243·0457.
10/30
SINGLE MOTHER o•· one child would like to share
her house fpr $300 plus utilities. Includes nice 2 bdr,
full bath and living and dining room area for
yourself, '193.091 S,
10130
t'URNISIIED J{OOMS NEAR UNM. Share large
attractive house with other students, Cable TV, diSh·
washer, washer/dryer provided, Free Utilities, 294·
0684.
10/30
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT. mEAl, for single
srudent. ~ 140 utilities included. Call Mr. Casares 26§7059, Vacant Nov. lOth,
10!25
MATURE .n:MALE WANTED to rent room in
home of Audio designer. S:!OO month lnciudes
utilities. 888-4939.
10/29
TWO JJOUSEMATES WANTED, Female preferred.
Mature, responsible, quiet :o share 3 bdrm house near
medical school. $175/month plus V. utilities, 277·
9023,277-9022, 262·0236,
10/25
I BEDROOM APT. Redecorated, blinds, carpets,
evep., cooler, parking. Includes all utilities, low
move-in costs, 4 blocks to UNM and TVI. Quiet,
safe, nice. $295. Phones: 266-1750 or 243·0503. 10/25
lOWNIIOUSE: J DEI>ROOM, 2 bath, garage,
washer/dryer hookups, fenced yard, l Year lease.
SS50/month, 1st, last and deposit. Four Hills Area.
888·4445 Days; 345·5839 evenings.
10/25
'fUE CITADEl.; SUPERB locatiPn near UNM and
downt(}wn, nus service every 3o minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $310 to $395. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimrnlng pool, TV ~oom and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. Open SMndays.l520 UnlversityNE.
243·2444.
tfn
t'OR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE. S250/mo., for one person, $270/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished, security Jocks and laundry facilities, No
~hildren o~ pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266·8392.
tfn.

CUSTOM COSTUMES: I do musks, makeup, f~clnl
hiur and gcncml sewing. Oct your orders In for
l.lnllowecn. C'aii2S5·4890.
10/31
PATJ.:NT F.NGUSH TUTOR will tutor 101, 102
and higher. Reliable, experienced. $$/hr. Call Leslie
243·6872 after~ pm.
tfn
GERMAN & •'IJENC'II Translations: word
promsing. Call265·230~.
12/16
I)JSCOlJNl' OP'.rtC!i U,S,A, Eycglmcs and frames
at discount prices. Pr~scriptlons filled, fast serv.lce,
sunglasses at whole$ale, minor r~palrs free. 266·7232.
2626 Central SE.
tfn
TUTORING - MATIU:MA'fiCS, STATISTICS,
scle"ces. E~pcrienced Ph.D. Rensormblc, 26$·7799.
tfn
EYEGLASSES INTERNATIONAl.. SKILU:D In
fitting spectacles, Contact Lens. By Or. R.E. llnglhh.
PAY LESS OPTICIANS, 5019 Mcnaul
Nl!. - across from La. Delle's. 888-4778,
tfn
STUDY GUITAR AT Marc's Oultnr Center, Five
dedicated professional iristructors. All styles, all
levels. Call us 1!1265·3315. 143 Harvard SE.
tfn
PERfORMING ARTS sTUJ))Q 22191.cad Ave SB,
256·1061. Ballet, Jazz, Vocal Coaching.
tfn
CONTACT POLISIUNG S()I.UTI()NS Casey
Optical Company on L<una~ ju~t west prWasllington.
tfn
ACCURATE INf'ORI\fATION ABOUT con·
unception, storillzntlon, abortion. R.lght to Choose,
294·0 111.
tfn
PREGNACY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

Typing/Word Processing
TJU: WRin:R'S CHOICE. QualitY ward
processing. 265·5203.
J0/25
TUTORING·WRITING PROBLEMS. Experienced
M.A. 299·801 I.
11/0<i
lll'.~lJME.~. REASONABLE RATE.~. Cnll344·7445.
10/30
Q~liiJ,I'fY TYI'ING, $1.50/page. NE. Morning; and
evenings before 8 p.m. 299·5641.
11/07
I'ROn;l>SIONAI. TYPING SEnYICE for term
paper!, etc. Reasonable rates. Cai188~·43BO. 10/25
OllTSTANDING QUALITY, REASONABLE
prices. Papers, manuscripts, word processing,. theses.
Resumes. H81·0ll3.
10/28
QUt.LITY WORD PROCES!iiNG, Academy Blvd,
area. Nancy- 821·1490,
11/15
WORDPROCESSING. OVER HVE years c~
pcriencc. !{lghest quality, Dissertations, theses,
p<lpm. Familiar with APA and UNM graduate
school fllrmats. 296·3731.
11/08
l'ROFK'iSioNAl, WORD PROCESSING. Pick-up
und deliver, 281·1387.
12116
"I'LACE TO GET Your StUff Typed". Wprd·
processing, Resumes, thesis, dissertations and more.
Technical math, multi lingual capability• APA-UNM
format. Barbara Stewart. 268·5345.
11127
WORD PROCESSING DONE L~ my home. Call
Carol at 242· 7668.
10129
QlJICK ACCURAT£ l'YPING: r•search paper·
slll•esis /dissertatlons/charu'graphs in my home,
The Other Office. 836·3400,
10/30
t'ASTTYPING WORD Prll!!es!or and Typewriter,
11/08
WORD PROCt::SSING, NE Heights, Call 293·0508,
8·7.

For Sale
81 !fONDA PASSPORT, $350 01!0. 277-3443; 243·
1043.
10/28
JI.P,UCNEW $50. 877-21~1.
10125
CERRUTTI SKIP ANTS, $85; Lan$e XLT skiboots
(size 8\1), $135: Demetre skiswcatcr, $25. Call 265·
9137, Anders.
10/25
COTTON t'UTONS, ZABUTONS, Zafus. Bdght
Future Futon Co. 2424 Oarfleld, SE. 268·9738. 12/16
1976 !fONDA MOPED $150. Call 243-3290. 10/25
FOR SALE: FREE eastern airline voucher, Must use
befpre 12119. $200. Call 266.0590. Keep trying. J0/28
BUY SELL TRADE Good used tires wheels custom
~lock mounting spin balancing repairs. SPECIAL
DISCOUNT WITH uNM lP. World Wl)eels. 255·
6382; 3601 central NE.
.tfn

Autos

10/JO

TYPIST TERM PAPERS, resumes299·8970. 10/30
PROH:SSIONAL WORDPROCESSI.NG
GUARANTEED, 265•1088.
10/30
liXI•t:RT WORD PROCF..SSING. D.S. English. 292·
6S18.
J0/31
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. NE heights. 823·1865.
12116
I'ROf't:SSIONAL TYPING. FAST, uceurate and
reliable. Reasonable rates. Call Karen 294-4624.10128
WORD PROCF.SSING SERVICE.<;, 884·7238, tfli
LETTI:R QUALITY WORD processing, $1.50/pg.
242·5411.
12116
t:XPERIENCED TYPIST UNH'ERSITY area. Style
choice!. Reasonable. 255·4604.
12/16
PAPERWORKS 266·1118.
tfn

Housing
ROOr.tMATt: NEEDED NEAR UNM. Beautfrul
large bedroom. Share washer. Nice yard. Prefer non·
smoker. $175 .rent; SIOO DO. 242-8$74.
10/30
3 BED 2 DATil house, Large yard, garage. Near
llNM. SSOOtmonth: $450 deposit. 842·9806. 19/28
ROOMMATE WA~TEO: 3 BJ)R, Z M house.
Washer, hot tub. Utilh!es Included. Interested, 5230
per month. Christopher. 242·5368.
10125
FFMALF. li.OO!IIMATE NEEDED to share nice 2

1983 PL"MOU'fH HORIZON. A~tomatlc, PS, PB,
AC, excellent condition. Must sell, 292·2644. 19125
1974 VW TiliNG. Magnllicent condition. $3,300.
(WJ - 217-4535; (H) - 898.0576.
10/30
1976 TRIUMPH TR6 Hardtop cPnvertlblc. $2800,
296·7Jl6. after 5:30p.m.
11105

IF YOUit LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
1970 YW IlliG S11n roof, Good cg 0cUtlon. $1200
and nts keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 119!1\ Harvard
19125
SE, dire~tly behind Natur"l Sound. 262·2101.
tfn
WHITE; BUICK LESAJIRE 1968 low miles, 350 GAIN D(J$1NESS EXPERIENCE: P~n·thn'.
CL.AIM
YOUR
LOST
posses&ions
~t Campus Police
engine, A/C, P/B, PIS, AM·Fm 8 track, cassene poslJion qpen NOW at the Nl\1 Daily Lobo Business 8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn
mechanic owned. Excellent condition, $,0, Call 884· Office! Looking for student interested. In working
0066 after 5 88l-89S9 Gus.
10/29 with the public, tYPing, general bookkeeping and.
1973 PLYMOUTH DUSTER PIS, AIC, stereo, accountinl! procedures, and computer experience.
Runs Great! $950 01!0. 255-5263.
10/29 Prefer a business pr ~ccoull!ing student. WorkOEAO OR AILING Imported cars wamed. Cash for
1980 YAM400; 9300 miles: $600 OBO; 247-3502 studied qualified only, Apply lnMurpn Hali13L tfn
your import running or not. Scott 243-136(); 281·
before3:00.
J0/29
mo. ·
19/28
1981 HONDA PRELUDE like new. Metallc blue,
t'REE TWO KITTENS with sllots. 842·9806. IQ/28
AM.FM cassette, sunroof, $4950 01!0, 266·2333,
SI0-5360 WEEKLY/UP Mailing Circulars! No
10/25 WINTER BREAK SKIING at Steamboat Springs and quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed
1971 Fl50 TRUCK, camper special, 390 2BBL Vail from $75, or sunning at South Padre Island and envelope: Su,ccss, PO Bo~ 470CEG,. Woodstoe~, IL
PS/!'1!, auto trans. Call after 5. 296-4265,
1012a Daytona !leach from $991 Hurry, caiiSunchaseTours 60Q98.
11/25
for more inforlllatlon toll free 1'800-321·59il or ANYONE. ILL FROM Godfather's salad·bar,
l98l CAMARO ZZ8, Pb, ps, ac, am/fm, tp,
automatic, t•tOp. 884-S 123 after S p.m.
tfn contact a Sunchnse Representative or your local Central SE. contact Eldridge #1017 P~os, Nl\1
Travel Agency TODAYI When your winter break 87552. PLEASE.
10/25
counts ... count on Sunchasel,
11105
AIR TICKET TO Londcm England, Fly 10/29 from F.RIGHTFULLY WONDERFUL COSTU.l'tfESI
Sales and renuils. Plus sale continues on winter coats,
Albuquerque. $200. 5e3-2309•
I0/25 jackets, pams, and mens S\llts•.,ON BROADWAY,
NEED TEI.EPHONE INTERVIEWERS for one LAS VEGAS FoR Halloween Fall Break 10/31-liO SE corner Broadway and Lead. Tue-Sat 11·6 p.m.
week PfOje~t sWting 10-28·85. Call Bureau of $169 roundtrip airfare, accomodations and much 243-4774.
10/30
Dusiness anc! Economic Research at 277-221~. Ask morel Call Student Tmvel Center at 277-2336 or drop
for John Beesley.
19/28 by Rpom251 SUB.
J0/29 PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIF'I': Pro magazine
photographer offers his studio and talent to UNM coGYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR WANTED. TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or eds for flaHering bcauty/Jlamor/pin·up portraiu.
E~perience in coach!rtg and compularies necessary.
ride needs In the Daily Lobo,
tfn Christmas schedule is lllllng up so call 293-1666
Call898-7334 anytime.
10/29
NOW!.
10/29
THE MARRiorr lfOTEJ, Is riow accepting apLEATUER JA-CKETS S50·l00, Now in stpck,
plications for buspersons. Please apply in person on
Limited supply. Last year we sold out in 2 weeks, so
Monday, Oct. 28; Tue~day, Oct. 29; and Wednesday, FOUND RING IN Biology Room lab on Oct. 21,
don't d~lay, Kaufman's West. /1. real Army and Navy
10/29 Store. 1660 Eubank NE. 293-230Q.
Oct, .30 between 9-12 noon, No phone calls please, Identify and claim Rm 131 Marron hall,
10125
EOEM!F/H/V,
19/29 REWARD: KEYS LOST 10-23-85; 10:30 a.m.-1:00
COSTUMES COSTUMES CQSnJI'tfES, Rentals or
WANTED.: INOIVJOUAL TO operate espresso cart p.m .. between Popejoy Hall loading Dock and Kiva.
purchases, The Turquoise Flamingo, 120 Amhurst
1000 NE, 255·0101,
on campus, 30 to 35 hours per week, Please phone 242-2033.
10/30
Chicco di Cafe at 242·4484,
10/30 LOST WALLET,. PLEASE return .to campus pollee,
$10.00 STYLECUT $28,00 BodyWI\ve. Villa Hair
CAPOS, VILLdiCAPO and CAPOS Hideaway REWARPIII Or call William Millar 296-7578: 277P~:,~igns. 2214 Central SE. 255,3219. First visit only!.
10/29
accepting applications for cooks, wait staff, dish· 5121.
Jl/04
washers, part-time/full-time. Apply at 722 Lpmas LOST: PHOTO 1,0, with green background M.P. I,
EYEGLASSES, WJIOLESALE TO the public.
NW between I :30,5:30,
10/30 Reward. 884·7042,
10125
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
AEROBIC INSTRUCJOR NEEDED immediately to FOUND: ALL WAC Defensive Back- CARP 19.
prices. Sport frames and. sunj!lasses. Dunedain
work early morning hours. Prefer certified. Call P. and Sica,
10/25
Opticians, 255-2000, 118 Washington SE.
tfn
Henry or Jo at ExecUtive Sports Club. 842-9428,
10125
CIIILOCARE .FOR ONE year old Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 266-9288.
10/29
RELIABLE. UPPERCLASSMAN wanted to assist
disabled man Satur<lay and Sunday afternoons four
hours. Near campus. $4.00 per hour. Driver'.s license
required. 277-7042 weekdays.
10/29
PERSON TO CARE for infant, our mlrlh valley
home, now diru Dec. or May. Three weekdays "not
Tuesday". 8:30 a.m.·2 p.m. Hours slighlly flexible.
Owu transportation. 243·5368.
I0/28
TUEATRE IS UOTI NM Repertory Theatre 11eeds 4
articulate, self-disciplined people to promote its new
sea<on, Guaranteed earnings and commissions and
Chinese food- Szechuan and Mandarin
incentives, Part·tlme, mornings, evenings, We train.
Call Ms. Hll243·3626 9;30 a.m.•I:OO p,m, or ':3()..
9;30 p,m,
10/25
MAKE MONEY HAVE fun. First class live en·
tertainmcnt night club now hiring 20 dancers, wcktail
waitress. Full/part time. Now Interviewing I I a.m.10 p.m, daily. 29B·1868, 2294 Wyoming NE at
Menaul.
ll/30
NEW CLUB NEEDS at once dancers, cocktail
waitress, bartender, Full or part time. Apply 3 p.m.•9
Carr~
p.m. daily in person. 831·2020. 2900 Coors NW.
Come In now!.
11/JO
PART-TIME JOB. CLERK/stock. Graduate student
must be over 21. Must be able to work Friday,
Saturday nights, Apply in person. No phone calls.
Save-Way Liquor Store, 5516 Menaul Dlvd,
10/28
CRUISESIIIP JOBS. PHONE (707) 718•1066 for
information.
11/6

Work-Study

ono. Call after~. 888·3375,

Miscellaneous

Travel

Employment

Lost&Found

GOLDEN GATE
RESTAURANT

- M.. f: Lunch open 11 .. 2/Dinner open 5.. 9 -·
-· SaturdaiJ Open 12-9-

'
f

· ·

<~

AN~~NG

Call our ad staff today at
and find out
about a good advertis·
ing investment and bar~
gain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
277~5656

Job llill"s Sewtst ltok. Is 1\l Scuglia

~

.-----------------,
~!\
~~~..
( lty··
s.
•
I

~-

.. !

'.'1 blk, at Conrial
26,..4771

ITwo .slices of pizza and
,I a lg. soft drink $2.25
''-,.,;.--------~

.
.
e. 1a.2s.as

1

I'
1

. -----fl

FOLKDANCING
!:very SaturdaY Eve. 7pm
Carlisle Gym

Teac:hing·Beginners Welcome

Covered

Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

Phone: 256 .. 970fJ

ment
52 Pitch
1 Equips
55 Sustain
59 No. Amer.
5 LPs
10 Get rid of
herb
14 Tunnel
61 Anent
15 China's
62 The comic's
Capp
Chou-16 Genealogy
63 "Inferno"
man
17 Hindu
64 Deers
"Olympus"
18 Dictionaries 65 Old autos
20 Date source 66 Yukon's Mt.
St.22 Spoors
67 Windups
23 Fuel
24 -tasse
DOWN
25Went by
28 Noble
32 Pipe fitting
1 Gradient
2 Thought
33 Postpone
3 Colleen
35 Moderate
36 Dismounted
4 Stubs
5 Lowered
38 Deadlier
40 Minnesota
6Cove
7 Kind of gin
lake
8 Can. "CPAs"
41 Place
9 Relative
43 Remains
10 Sieve
45 Conceit
11 Mr. Ambler
46 Flower
12 Scallion
48 Frightened
13 Smaller
50 Scorch
19 Mail
51 Disagree•

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

ACROSS

Lobo Display Ads

§
MENUDO &.
§
§&?~~.q,,q,<Q>-Q>f.Q><Q>.J
. fOLKDANCING .·. .~

!

Address: 138 Hart/ard SE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

r-;q.~-nif<Q><Q><Q><Q>1

·~

SatardaiJ a/llJoU can eat buffet
;ust $3.95 or A La Carte dishes
Call in out

\

'

c"' '
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21 -off: Irate
24 Ventured
25 Rings out
26 Concede
27 Sliver
28 Ex-NKVD
head
29 Asian chief
30 BUrn
31 Arose
34 Orion, e.g.
37 Weekdays
39 Breathers

AS IAN
NURSE
S P A T S

42 Pegasus,. e.g.
44 Survey
47 Procession
49 Garb
51 Kriss Kringle
52 Cicatrix
53 Thoroughfare
54- China
55 Kind of skirt
56 Shortly
57 Angered
58 Headland
60 Bad: pref.

